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Executive summary 
 

Code: SciGirls! Media for Engaging Girls in Computing Pathways (Code: SciGirls!) was a three-year 
transmedia and outreach project funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and directed 
by Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) in partnership with the National Girls Collaborative (NGC) 
and Code.org. The project produced five new SciGirls episodes, an interactive online game called 
Code Quest, and an eight-unit coding-focused curriculum. The project’s outreach component, the 
subject of this summative evaluation report, comprised a nationally distributed community-based 
program designed to increase 5th – 8th grade girls’ code-related interests, beliefs, and behavioral 
intent through use of the new TPT-created resources. To help empower educators to run these 
programs in diverse settings and to increase their confidence to implement the resources, TPT 
also provided the educators with training prior to starting their programs. 
 
Through a combination of program reporting and reflection surveys with educators at the nine 
program sites, the evaluation addressed the following two educator-focused questions: (1) To what 
extent did educators implement Code: SciGirls! programs as TPT envisioned? and (2) What was the 
impact of participating in Code: SciGirls! on educators’ confidence in how to engage girls and their 
family members in coding activities and in integrating role models into the girls’ sessions?1 One 
educator from each of the nine programs completed the program reporting survey, while a total of 
16 educators (one or two per site) completed the post-program reflection survey. 
 
The following four participant-focused questions were also addressed through a study with girls at 
four program sites: (1) How appealing did girls find the Code: SciGirls! program?, (2) How interesting 
did girls find the Code: SciGirls! program elements and resources?, (3) What was the impact of 
participating in Code: SciGirls! on girls’ coding interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions toward 
coding and code-related careers?, and (4) How did girls perceive that their program experience 
affected their coding interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions? Twenty-two (22) girls participated 
in one of the four Code: SciGirls! programs and completed pre- and post-program evaluation 
surveys about their experience. Key findings related to all six evaluation questions are summarized 
below. 
 
Overall, the nine outreach programs were implemented as envisioned by TPT, despite COVID 
restrictions. Although the program requirements were relaxed due to COVID-19, sites were 
initially asked to: 1) recruit ten girls in grades 5-8; 2) complete the full curriculum, estimated to 
take at least 24 hours; 3) hold a welcome event; 4) hold a closing event; and 5) recruit at least two 
female role models in computer science. The nine programs all had at least seven girls participate, 
and all but one had at least 25 hours of programming for girls. All but one program included at 
least one family event, and four had welcome and closing events. Six programs included live (in-
person or virtual) female role models. 
 
The nine programs used all or most of the Code: SciGirls! resources. All nine programs used the 
Code: SciGirls! episodes or clips from episodes, while eight used the Code Quest computer game. In 
general, the educators used all or most of the curriculum units in their programs. All nine 
programs incorporated the curriculum units on pseudocode (Unit 3), micro:bit animation (Unit 4), 
and micro:bit sensors (Unit 5). Eight programs incorporated micro:bit motors (Unit 6), micro:bit 
radios (Unit 7), and pair programming (Unit 2), and seven programs incorporated the 

 
1 Following the program materials, the term “role models” is used in this summary to refer to guest speakers. 
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curriculum’s final project (Unit 8). Suggestions from educators for future Code: SciGirls! programs 
included coding accessories or equipment, role model video tutorials or overviews, additional 
activities, and training resources.  
 
Most educators felt confident implementing the Code: SciGirls! program. As a result of their 
involvement in Code: SciGirls!, most educators reported feeling confident using the project 
resources, engaging families in coding activities, and engaging girls in learning about coding. 
While a smaller group of approximately two-thirds reported feeling confident integrating role 
models, most whose programs were able to include live role models said they felt confident in this 
area. 
 
Appeal of Code: SciGirls! was high among girls. Girls from the four programs in the focused 
study agreed that they found their programs very interesting, had a lot of fun, and enjoyed the 
experience. They also agreed that they were so involved that they were often surprised when the 
meetings were over, that they were drawn into their program’s activities, and that they would like 
to do more programs like Code: SciGirls! in the future. 
 
Girls’ interest in the Code: SciGirls! program elements and resources varied. Girls from the same 
four sites found the role models and final group project to be the most interesting elements of their 
programs, followed by the closing family event and then the welcome event. In terms of specific 
program resources, they found the coding activities most interesting, followed by the Code: SciGirls! 
episodes, the Women in Tech role model videos, and the Code Quest game. 
 
Girls showed significant increases in coding interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions after 
experiencing their Code: SciGirls! program. Based on paired t-tests at the same four sites, the 
girls’ interest in coding activities, applications, and code-related jobs; their belief in their ability to 
code; their belief that a code-related job or career was possible for them; and their intention to 
engage in future coding activities all increased significantly after participating in Code: SciGirls! 
Those who elaborated on how their program experience affected them tended to focus on how the 
projects and activities, role models, Code: SciGirls! resources, other girls, and the opportunity to 
share their work had a positive effect. Finally, most girls thought they were likely to do something 
to continue their experience coding after Code: SciGirls!, such as using coding in a project or 
signing up for an out-of-school activity about coding. 
 
In summary, the evaluation findings demonstrated that the Code: SciGirls! goals for educators and 
girls were met. Even though most programs took place during the COVID-19 pandemic, to the 
extent possible educators implemented their programs as TPT intended, and their involvement in 
the project affected their confidence as TPT envisioned. Furthermore, as seen in the focused study 
at four sites, girls enjoyed the program and were interested in most of the program elements and 
resources. With respect to coding outcomes, girls’ interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions 
toward coding and code-related careers all increased significantly after participating in the 
program. Recommendations to help inform future adaptations or expansions of Code: SciGirls! 
include providing additional guidance on how to recruit and incorporate role models into their 
programs, creating a forum for educators to turn to if they experience difficulty supporting girls in 
troubleshooting their coding projects, updating the curriculum to more fully integrate the 
concepts covered in the Code Quest game, and incorporating additional curriculum activities to 
increase the difficulty level for more advanced coders.  
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Introduction 
 
Code: SciGirls! Media for Engaging Girls in Computing Pathways (Code: SciGirls!) was a three-
year transmedia and outreach project funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and 
directed by Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) in partnership with the National Girls 
Collaborative (NGC) and Code.org. The project produced five new SciGirls episodes, an 
interactive online game called Code Quest, and an eight-unit coding-focused curriculum. The 
project’s outreach component, the subject of this report, comprised a nationally distributed 
community-based program designed to increase 
5th – 8th grade girls’ code-related interests, beliefs, 
and behavioral intent through use of the new 
TPT-created resources. To help empower 
educators to run these programs in diverse 
settings, primarily afterschool programs and 
camps, and to increase their confidence to 
implement the resources, TPT also provided the 
educators with training prior to starting their 
programs.  
 
This summative evaluation report focuses on the 
experience of the educators who implemented 
the Code: SciGirls! programs at nine locations and 
the girls who participated at four sites. 
 
Findings are presented in two parts, as follows: 
 

Part 1. Educators’ experience at nine sites. 
Part 1 presents educators’ experience with 
Code: SciGirls! outreach programs at nine 
sites, as gathered through reporting and 
reflection surveys.  
 

Part 2. A focused study of girls’ experience 
at four sites. Part 2 presents feedback from 
22 girls who participated in one of four Code: 
SciGirls! programs and completed pre- and 
post-program evaluation surveys about their 
experience.  

 

The report concludes with a discussion and recommendations to help inform future 
adaptations or expansions of Code: SciGirls! 
 

  

Images 1 and 2. Girls participating in 
Code: SciGirls! 
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Overview of Code: SciGirls! program elements 
 

To meet the project goals outlined on the previous page, TPT developed and/or made use of 
the following educational resources, outreach programming, and educator trainings: 

 

❖ Educational resources: TPT produced three primary media as part of the grant: (i) five 
new SciGirls episodes featuring girls working with female professionals on projects that 
use coding to solve problems, (ii) Code Quest, an interactive online game on PBSKids.org 
intended to encourage children to develop coding skills, and (iii) a project website 
featuring an eight-unit coding-focused curriculum. The website also included a variety of 
resources leveraged for use as part of Code: SciGirls!, including: a collection of nine SciGirls 
Women in Tech profile videos, a How To Use Role Models one-page PDF, the SciGirls 
Strategies Guide, a Family Event Guide, the SciGirls Family Guide for Engaging Girls in 
STEM, a Family Creative Learning Design Journal, and a Facilitating Fundamentals PDF, as 
well as resource documents about Computational Thinking, Effective Group Work, 
Icebreakers, and Sample Reflection Questions. 
 

❖ Outreach programming: In addition to offering educators access to the educational 
resources listed above, TPT partnered with outreach organizations to implement these 
resources in afterschool, summer camp, and/or other out-of-school programs designed to 
engage girls in grades 5-8 and their families on topics related to coding and computer science. 

 

❖ Educator training: With the goal of empowering educators to plan their programs and feel 
confident to implement the program resources, TPT provided educators with professional 
development to facilitate hands-on coding programs for girls and families, specifically a 
kickoff webinar in October 2019 and a three-day in-person training at TPT in November 
2019, for two educators from each program. Responding to a need from educators, TPT 
also held a webinar in April 2021 about adapting their programs to COVID-19. 

 

Program requirements and impact of COVID-19 
 
The partner organizations that held Code: SciGirls! programs were initially given five 
requirements, to: 1) recruit ten girls, grades 5-8, preferably girls new to computer science; 2) 
complete the full curriculum, estimated to take at least 24 hours; 3) hold a welcome event for 
girls and family members; 4) hold a closing event for girls and family members; and 5) recruit 
at least two female role models2 in computer science for the family events and/or the sessions 
with girls. Because of COVID-19, all of the requirements were relaxed for programs held after 
March 2020.  

  

 
2 Following the program materials, the term “role models” is used in this report to refer to in-person or virtual 
guest speakers, although in the evaluation surveys for educators and girls, they were called “guest speakers” so 
as not to assume that participants would think of them as role models. 

https://pbskids.org/scigirls/games/code-quest
https://sites.google.com/view/codescigirls/home?authuser=0
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Evaluation approach 
 

As a condition of the project’s NSF funding, Code: SciGirls! supported an external outreach 
evaluation conducted by Knight Williams Inc. (Knight Williams), which specializes in the 
development and evaluation of informal science multimedia and outreach projects targeting 
diverse audiences.3 
 

Impact of COVID-19 
 

As originally conceived, the summative evaluation was designed to consider the program 
activities of all of the partner organizations that coordinated Code: SciGirls! programs over the 
course of the project, and to collect pre- and post-program surveys from girls as well as 
parent4 post-program surveys from a focused study of four outreach programs, selected 
because of commonalities between their programs that would allow for comparison between 
sites, such as program type, length, educator gender, and the anticipated coding experience of 
participating girls. However, as COVID-19 impacted partners’ capacity to run their programs 
as originally envisioned, the evaluation timeline and approach shifted accordingly, with the 
main pivot being away from the family engagement focus given anticipated challenges in 
involving familes and a shift toward prioritizing program elements that could realistically be 
incorporated during the pandemic. More information about the evaluation’s shift due to 
COVID-19 is in Appendix A. 
 

Evaluation questions 

 

The Code: SciGirls! evaluation addresses the following questions with respect to educators’ 
and girls’ experiences in the outreach program. 
 

Educators. Through a combination of program reporting and reflection surveys with 
educators at the nine program sites, the evaluation addresses the following two questions:  
 

1) To what extent did educators implement Code: SciGirls! programs as TPT envisioned? 
2) What was the impact of participating in Code: SciGirls! on educators’ confidence in 

how to engage girls and their family members in coding activities and in integrating 
role models into the girls’ sessions?  

 

Girls. Building on the findings from educator question (1), the following four questions are 
addressed through a focused study with girls at four program sites:  
 

1) How appealing did girls find the Code: SciGirls! program? 
2) How interesting did girls find the Code: SciGirls! program elements and resources?  
3) What was the impact of participating in Code: SciGirls! on girls’ coding interests, 

beliefs, and behavioral intentions toward coding and code-related careers? 
4) How did girls perceive that their program experience affected their coding interests, 

beliefs, and behavioral intentions? 

 
3 The NSF funding further supported two research studies that explored the impact of the new Code: SciGirls! 
episodes (Knight Williams, 2021a) and Code Quest game on girls’ code-related interests, beliefs, and behavioral 
intentions (Knight Williams, 2021b). 
4 Throughout this report, “parents” will be used to refer to parents/guardians. 
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To address the evaluation questions on page 7 relating to educators, Part 1 presents 
educators’ experience with Code: SciGirls! outreach programs at nine sites, as gathered 
through reporting and reflection surveys.  
 

Method 
 

Educator respondents 
 

One educator from each of the nine programs completed the program reporting survey (for a 
response rate of 100%). Sixteen educators completed the post-program reflection survey (for 
a response rate of 89%, as two educators per program were invited to complete this survey). 
 

Procedure 
 

The educators’ post-program reporting was gathered through a paper survey submitted by 
email by one educator from each of the nine partner organization at the end of their programs. 
These educators were asked to report on their use of SciGirls resources, live role models, and 
family events. The educators’ post-program reflections relied on an online survey submitted 
by two educators from each of the nine partner organization at the end of their programs.  
 

Measures 
 

Educator questions were developed through an iterative process that involved collaborating 
with the project team (both before and after program requirements shifted due to COVID-19) 
and reviewing the original NSF proposal, the Code: SciGirls! resources, and prior evaluation and 
research findings. Program reporting questions focused on general information, family events, 
girls’ coding sessions, use of live role models, and use of the Code: SciGirls! episodes and Code 
Quest game. Reflection survey questions prioritized educator confidence, following the project’s 
goal for the professional development component of Code: SciGirls!, as described in the NSF 
proposal: “Code: SciGirls! will include a professional development workshop to increase informal 
educators’ confidence and skills in facilitating coding outreach programs” (p. 9). As described in 
Part 2, educators at the four sites that surveyed girls were also asked questions in the reflection 
survey that were similar to those developed for girls, to allow for a comparison of perspectives. 
 

Analysis and reporting 
 

Descriptive statistics are provided to summarize the characteristics of educators and their 
responses to survey questions. For each rating question, the median (Mdn) and interquartile 
range (IQR) are reported because of the skewed distributions of ratings. The median is a 
measure of the central tendency of ratings whereby half of the participants giving ratings 
above and half below the median. IQR is a measure of the variance or spread of the ratings; for 
example, an IQR of 1.0 tells us that the ratings are tightly clustered whereas an IQR of 2.0 tells 
us that the ratings are more spread out around the median. Frequency distributions of ratings 
appear in Appendix B. Content analyses were performed on the qualitative data generated in 
the open-ended questions by two coders. The analysis was deductive, drawing on the project’s 
goals and objectives, and inductive, looking for overall themes, keywords, and key phrases.  

 

Part 1. Educators’ experience at nine sites 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SGCedsurvey
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Findings 
 

1.1 Extent to which educators implemented Code: SciGirls! as envisioned 
 

Educators were asked reporting questions 
about their programs and their use of 
resources, live role models, and family 
events to address educator evaluation 
question 1: To what extent did educators 
implement Code: SciGirls! programs as TPT 
envisioned? As illustrated in Image 3, the 
nine partner organizations were located in 
eight states around the United States. Their 
programs all took place between 2019 and 
2021, with only CommunityCode’s program 
being completed before the pandemic. 
Although the requirements were relaxed 
due to COVID-19, sites were initially asked 
to: 1) recruit ten girls in grades 5-8; 2) 
complete the full curriculum, estimated to take at least 24 hours; 3) hold a welcome event; 4) 
hold a closing event; and 5) recruit at least two female role models in computer science. As 
shown in Table 1, all but one had at least 25 hours of programming for girls, and they all had 
at least seven girls complete their programs. All but one program included at least one family 
event, and four had welcome and closing events. Additionally, six included female role models.  
 

Table 1 Code: SciGirls! outreach programs (N=9) 
  

 
Partner organizations 

Program 
hours  

for girls 

Girls who 
completed 
program 

Use of welcome 
and closing 

events 

Use of 
female role 

models 

 
State 

Girls Inc. of Tennessee 
Valley 

43 9 Welcome Yes (1) TN 

University of Maine 35 8 Both No ME 

National High Magnetic 
Field Laboratory 

35 7 Both Yes (7) FL 

Marion P. Thomas Charter 
School 

32 15 Welcome No NJ 

CommunityCode 32 12 Both Yes (2) SC 

Cedar Park Elementary 30 10 Welcome Yes (2) MN 

Girl Scouts of Montana  
& Wyoming 

26 8 Both No MT 

Mote Marine Laboratory 25 7 Welcome Yes (2) FL 

University of Colorado 
Boulder 

17.5 9 None Yes (2) CO 

Image 3. Code: SciGirls! program locations 
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1.1a Program structure 
 

Table 2 summarizes the program 
structure of the nine programs with 
respect to program type, setting, length, 
and duration.  
 

Program types and settings  
 

Just over half of the Code: SciGirls! 
programs were summer camps, and just 
under half were afterschool programs. 
Two each held their sessions for girls at 
a K-12 school or a college, and one each 
at a community/rec center, a 
museum/aquarium, a library, a 
campground, and virtually. In total, five 
programs were entirely in-person, 
while four included virtual elements 
(sessions for girls, family events, and/or 
live role model presentations). 
 

Program length and duration 
 

Program length varied widely,  
from five days to five months (not including two programs that paused during the pandemic 
for unknown lengths of time). Program duration also varied widely as the number of sessions 
(per program) ranged from four to 16 with an average of nine, while session length ranged 
from 90 minutes to seven hours. Total program hours for girls ranged from 17.5 to 43, 
averaging 31. 
 

1.1b Use of SciGirls resources  
 

Use of Code: SciGirls! media resources in coding sessions for girls 

 

All nine programs used the Code: SciGirls! episodes or clips from episodes, while eight used 
the Code Quest computer game. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 2. Code: SciGirls! program structure (N=9) 
  

Program types and settings 
Type Summer camp: 5 

Afterschool: 4 
 

Settings of sessions 
for girls 

 

K-12 school: 2 
College: 2 
Community/rec center: 1 
Museum/aquarium: 1 
Library: 1 
Campground: 1 
Virtual: 1 
  

In-person or virtual Entirely in-person: 5 
In-person and virtual: 4  

Program length and duration 
Program length Shortest: 5 days 

Longest: 5 months 
 

Sessions per 
program 

 

Range: 4 to 16  
Average: 9 

 

Session length  
 

Range: 1.5 to 7 hours 
 

Total hours for girls 
 

Range: 17.5 to 43  
Average: 31 

Images 4 and 5. Screenshot from a Code: SciGirls! episode 
and the SciGirls home page showing the Code Quest game 
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Use of Code: SciGirls! curriculum  
units in coding sessions for girls 
 

The Code: SciGirls! curriculum provides 
an introduction to computer science 
and teaches micro:bit programming 
using MakeCode, a free software 
created by Microsoft, with scaffolded 
activities that culminate in a final 
project (TPT, 2019). All nine outreach 
programs incorporated the curriculum 
units on pseudocode (Unit 3), micro:bit 
animation (Unit 4), and micro:bit 
sensors (Unit 5). Eight of the programs 
incorporated micro:bit motors (Unit 6), 
micro:bit radios (Unit 7), and pair 
programming (Unit 2), and seven 
programs incorporated the 
curriculum’s final project (Unit 8). The 
curriculum outline is shown in Image 7. 
 

 

 
 

Use of other resources in coding sessions for girls 
 

In terms of other resources shared with the educators by TPT, all nine programs incorporated 
the Scratch Family Creative Learning Design Journal. All but one each incorporated the SciGirls 
Women in Tech profile videos, the Computer Science is Changing Everything video from 
Code.org, the Pair Programming video from Code.org, and MakeCode informational videos. 
 

Image 7. Code: SciGirls! curriculum outline 

Image 6. Using LEDs task card, from the curriculum 

http://www.scigirlsconnect.org/scigirls-women-tech/
http://www.scigirlsconnect.org/scigirls-women-tech/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvyTEx1wyOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgkahOzFH2Q&feature=youtu.be
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1.1c Use of live role models 
 

Six of the Code: SciGirls! programs 
incorporated live role models. As shown 
in Table 3, these six programs included 
17 role models in total, ranging from 
two to seven per site. All 17 
participated in sessions for girls, and 
three also participated in some of the 
partners’ welcome events.  
 
All but one of the role models was 
female, and all but one was recruited 
through educator contacts (for example, 
“I know this role model from community 
events and ask her to be a part of this 
one” and “She is a friend & neighbor”), 
while one was the parent of a girl in the program. Nine of the 17 role models participated in-
person, seven participated virtually, and one participated in-person and virtually. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 3. Use of live role models in Code: SciGirls! 
programs (N=17) 

  

Role models per 
program 

Range: 2 to 7  

 

When role models 
participated 

 

Sessions for girls: 17 
Welcome events: 3 
Closing events: 0 
  

Role model gender Female: 16 
Male: 1 

How recruited Educator contacts: 16 
Parent: 1 

Whether in-person 
or virtual 

In-person: 9 
Virtual: 7 
Both: 1 

Images 8 and 9. Role models and educators speaking during  
a Code: SciGirls! program 
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How role models were incorporated in the outreach programs 
 

As shown in Figure 1, when given a list of ways that their role models may have participated 
in their Code: SciGirls! programs, educators at all six programs that incorporated live role 
models indicated that they talked about coding, talked about their life outside of work, and 
answered or offered to answer girls’ questions. At five of the six programs, the role models 
talked about their jobs/careers, led or assisted with activities, and conducted a group 
discussion with girls. Other ways of interacting were selected by smaller groups of educators. 
 

 
 
Resources programs provided to help prepare their role models 
 

As shown in Figure 2, all but one of the programs prepared their live role models by 
discussing their role in detail. Two each provided their role models with the SciGirls Role 
Model Strategies Guide or specific Code: SciGirls! curriculum units, and one each provided the 
full curriculum or the link to an online SciGirls Role Model Training. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Talked about coding

Talked about their life outside of work

Answered or offered to answer girls’ questions

Talked about their jobs/careers

 Led or assisted with hands-on activities

Conducted a group discussion with girls

Socialized informally with girls

Talked about barriers in their jobs/careers

Talked about overcoming the barriers in their jobs/careers

Commented about girls’ final projects

Ate a meal/snack with girls

Conducted a group discussion with parents

Other

Number of programs

Figure 1. How live role models participated in the 
Code: SciGirls! programs (n=6)

0 2 4 6

Discussed their role in detail

Provided SciGirls Role Model Strategies
Guide

Provided specific curriculum units

Provided full Code: SciGirls! curriculum

Provided link to SciGirls Role Model
Training

Number of programs

Figure 2. How Code: SciGirls! programs prepared their 
live role models (n=6) 

Discussed their role in detail

Provided SciGirls Role Model 
Strategies Guide

Provided specific 
curriculum units

Provided full curriculum

Provided link to SciGirls Role 
Model Training 

http://www.scigirlsconnect.org/groups/role-models/
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1.1d Use of family events 
 
Eight of the nine programs included a welcome event, six of which were in-person and two of 
which were virtual. The educator from the remaining site explained that they “were not able to 
do that for the summer program, due to COVID restrictions and timing constraints with our 
other summer programs.”  
 
Four programs included closing events, three of which were in-person and one of which was 
virtual. Most educators from sites that didn’t hold a closing event cited COVID-19, while one 
had to cancel their closing event due to extreme weather. Images 10 and 11 show examples of 
girls’ presentations at one partner’s closing family event. 
 

  
 
   

Images 10 and 11. Girls’ presentations at one  
partner’s closing family event 
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1.1e Impact of COVID-19 on Code: SciGirls! programs  
 
Eight of the nine programs reported that they were impacted by COVID-19, with the ninth 
being the only one that was completed before the pandemic. As shown in Figure 3, when 
asked to select from a list of impacts, half each said they experienced a delayed program start, 
had to condense their program, and were unable to hold family events either in-person or 
virtually, while three each had difficulty recruiting families, had to cut their program short, 
and had to hold virtual family events. Two cited difficulty maintaining girls’ attendance during 
their programs, and one explained that they shifted to virtual sessions for girls. Two programs 
also described experiencing other challenges, namely capping their program at a smaller 
number of girls, being delayed because of the pandemic’s impact on staff, and running some 
sessions twice when girls were split into two groups of attendees. 
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Delayed program start date

Program condensed from what was originally planned

Unable to hold family events, either in-person or virtually

Recruiting enough families for the program

Program cut off or not finished

Held virtual family events, rather than in-person

Maintaining girls' attendance during program

Held virtual sessions for girls

Other

Number of programs

Figure 3. Impact of COVID-19 on Code: SciGirls! programs (n=8)

Images 12 and 13. Girls participating in Code: SciGirls! activities during the COVID-19 pandemic 
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1.1f Suggestions for future Code: SciGirls! resources or support 
 
When the full group of 16 educators was invited to share suggestions for additional resources 
or support that TPT might provide for future Code: SciGirls! programs, about half shared an 
idea. As shown in Figure 4, four suggested additional accessories or equipment, two suggested 
role model video tutorials or overviews, and one each suggested additional activities and/or 
training resources. Their recommendations are in Table 4. 

 

 
 

0 2 4 6 8 10

None

Accessories or equipment

Role model video tutorials or overviews

Activities

Training resources

Number of educators

Figure 4. Additional resources or support suggested by 
educators (n=14)

 

Table 4. Educators’ suggestions for future Code: SciGirls! programs (n=14)  
  

 
Accessories or equipment (4) 

• For the more advanced coders, it would have been great to have additional accessories for the micro:bits.  
• It would be good to include additional sensors in the program. Additional time could be spent discussing how to connect and 

use them, or instructors could work with groups during the final project to help them interface with specific sensors. Since the 
SciGirls High Tech Tide episode used an ultrasonic distance sensor, it would be great to use these at some point in the program. 
An infrared motion sensor would also be good. Some other sensors to consider are heart rate sensors, cameras, flex/bend 
sensor, rotary encoders, etc. 

• Although our girls worked in paired programming teams for the most part I think each girl needs to have their own micro:bit 
starting out. 

• Some of the equipment broke very easily and I think better quality would make a difference. 
 
Role model video tutorials or overviews (2) 
• I think it would have been cool if there was an introductory tutorial video that was done by the amazing women who created 

SciGirls explaining their inspiration…and what they have done with their lives. Something I stressed to the girls was that our 
lives take various twist and turns as we grow up. Something you are interested in now can shift by expanding your mind, 
meeting new people, going new places, having doors open for you that you didn't even know where there. So I think to have 
women who created SciGirls! express their journey would have been cool! 

• A master list of presentations (TED Talks) by women in tech would be useful for planning what videos to show during the 
program. 

 
Activities (1) 
• Additional micro:bit activities that include accelerated/more challenging aspects, since we had to come up with these activities 

ourselves in order to keep some of the girls engaged. [Also] an activity that encourages girls to use either JavaScript or Python 
instead of block code, since we run the risk of having girls feel mislead about programming if they leave camp with the 
expectation that all code is block code. Moreover, presenting code in multiple different ways (e.g., pseudocode, block code, 
Python, JavaScript) can help make concepts clearer to people. Variables, for example, are (in my view) more abstract and 
difficult to understand in MakeCode than in Python.  

 

Training resources (1) 
• I think a copy of the slide show they provided during the training at TPT could've been helpful, but other than that I felt very 

prepared for the program. 
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1.2 Impact of Code: SciGirls! on educator confidence  
 

To address educator evaluation question 2, What was the impact of participating in Code: 
SciGirls! on educators’ confidence in how to engage girls and their family members in coding 
activities and in integrating role models into the girls’ sessions?, the 16 educators who 
completed the reflection survey were asked to rate their confidence using the Code: SciGirls! 
resources in the ways suggested in the Code: SciGirls! curriculum, as well as their confidence 
engaging families in coding activities, engaging girls in coding, and integrating role models. In 
each case question responses were based on a scale from 1.0 (not at all confident) to 5.0 
(completely confident). All of the educators were asked to rate their confidence in each area 
regardless of the extent to which their programs did certain activities, as lower confidence 
ratings may have factored into the exclusion of program elements such as family events or 
role models. In cases where median ratings from those whose programs incorporated each 
element differed from the full group, differences are noted in the text. The educators’ feedback 
is shared below, in sections 1.2a through 1.2d. Frequency distributions of their ratings are in 
Appendix B. 
 

1.2a Educators’ confidence using Code: SciGirls! resources 
 

Figure 5 shows educators’ median ratings of their confidence using the Code: SciGirls! 
resources. Overall, the educators reported feeling completely confident (Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 1.0) 
utilizing the Code Quest game and very-to-completely confident (Mdn = 4.5, IQR = 1.0) utilizing 
the Code: SciGirls! episodes. They also felt very confident (Mdn = 4.0, IQR = 1.0) using the 
curriculum to implement the 24+ hours of outreach programming for girls. 
 

 
 

 

 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Using the Code Quest game

Using the Code: SciGirls! episodes

Using the curriculum to implement 24+ hours of
outreach programming for girls

Scale from 1.0 (not at all confident) to 5.0 (completely confident)

Figure 5. Educators' median ratings of their confidence using 
Code: SciGirls! resources (N=16)

Using the Code Quest game

Using the Code: SciGirls! episodes

Using the curriculum to implement 24+ hours 
of outreach programming for girls

Image 14. Conditional Statements task card, from the curriculum 

https://sites.google.com/view/codescigirls/curriculum?authuser=0
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1.2b Educators’ confidence engaging families in coding activities 
 

Figure 6 shows educators’ median ratings of their confidence implementing the family-related 
program elements. Overall, the educators reported feeling very confident (Mdn = 4.0) 
implementing a welcome event for girls and families (IQR = 2.0), implementing a closing event 
(IQR = 1.0), and engaging families around the topic of coding (IQR = 1.0). Although not shown 
in Figure 6, overall, the eight educators whose programs held a closing event were completely 
confident (Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 1.0) in their ability to implement this event. 
 

 
 
When invited to share how their participation in 
Code: SciGirls! influenced their confidence in their 
ability to engage families in coding activities, nine 
educators said their confidence increased, with a 
few pointing to the value of the training and 
specific resources in increasing their confidence. 
Two said their confidence was not affected, and 
one explained their program hadn’t included 
family activities. Examples of their comments are 
in Table 5.  
 

Finally, educators were asked to consider how 
particular elements of Code: SciGirls! affected 
their confidence engaging families in coding 
activities at their family events, on a scale from 
1.0 (decreased) to 5.0 (increased). Overall, the 
educators to whom the elements applied thought 
the following increased their confidence (Mdn = 
5.0) in this area: the November 2019 training 
(IQR = 0), the SciGirls Strategies Guide (IQR = 2.0), 
and the Computational Thinking document (IQR = 
1.0). Those who used the Facilitating 
Fundamentals PDF felt it somewhat increased-to-
increased their confidence (Mdn = 4.5, IQR = 2.0). 
Other resources and trainings received lower 
median ratings.  
 
 
 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Implementing a welcome event

Implementing a closing event

Engaging families around the topic of coding

Scale from 1.0 (not at all confident) to 5.0 (completely confident)

Figure 6. Educators' median ratings of their confidence 
implementing family-related program elements (N=16)

 

Table 5. Example educator comments 
about whether and how participation 

in Code: SciGirls! influenced confidence 
in their ability to engage families in 

coding activities (n=12) 
 

 

Confidence increased (9) 
• Code: SciGirls! prepared me to better communicate 

with families, and gave me confidence that I knew 
what I was doing and how to teach the students and 
their families. 

• Participating in Code: SciGirls! gave our team the 
skills to understand how to facilitate the curriculum 
and how important it is to have families involved and 
excited about the new activity/lessons their 
daughters were learning. 

• I learned a lot about the coding process and was 
surprised at how easy it was which I passed on to the 
families. 

• Code: SciGirls! really gave me the knowledge and 
skills needed to engage families. Even though I knew 
a lot of the information from previous programs, 
having it presented and taught in a way that was 
engaging and formal was very helpful in boosting my 
confidence. 

• …all my confidence came from the Code: SciGirls! 
training. 

• Resources such as example icebreakers and the guide 
to computation thinking increased my confidence by 
providing fallbacks for icebreaker activities and 
ways to explain code. These resources made 
planning and conducting the events slightly easier. 

 

Confidence wasn’t affected (2) 
• Prior to the Code: SciGirls! camp, I was confident 

about engaging families as relates to the importance 
of coding… 

• It didn’t influence my confidence, yet it was good to 
have visual promotion material. 
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1.2c Educators’ confidence engaging girls in coding 
 

Figure 7 shows educators’ median ratings of their confidence engaging girls in coding. Overall, 
the educators indicated that they felt very confident (Mdn = 4.0, IQR = 1.0 in each case) 
engaging girls in coding and engaging girls in hands-on coding activities.  
 

 
 
When asked whether and how their 
participation in Code: SciGirls! 
influenced their confidence in their 
ability to engage girls in learning 
about coding, all twelve educators 
who shared a response indicated that 
their confidence increased in this 
area as a result of their involvement 
in the project. A few described how 
the training and resources, in 
particular, helped increased their 
confidence. Examples of their 
comments are in Table 6.  
 
Finally, educators were asked to 
consider how particular elements of 
Code: SciGirls! affected their 
confidence engaging girls in learning 
about coding, on a scale from 1.0 
(decreased) to 5.0 (increased). 
Overall, the educators to whom the 
elements applied thought the 
November 2019 training at TPT, the 
April 2021 webinar about COVID-19 
adaptations, the full curriculum, the 
SciGirls Strategies Guide, and the Icebreakers and Sample Reflection Questions documents 
increased their confidence (Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 2.0 in each case), and that the computational 
thinking document somewhat increased-to-increased their confidence (Mdn = 4.5, IQR = 2.0). 
Other resources and trainings receiving lower median ratings.  
 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Engaging girls around the topic of coding

Engaging girls in hands-on coding activities

Scale from 1.0 (not at all confident) to 5.0 (completely confident)

Figure 7. Educators' median ratings of their confidence 
engaging girls in coding (N=16)

 

Table 6. Example educator comments about whether 
and how participation in Code: SciGirls! influenced 

confidence in their ability to engage girls in learning 
about coding (n=12) 

 
 

 
Confidence increased (12) 
• I am very confident about my ability to engage girls in learning about 

coding moving forward! Serving as a camp leader increased both my 
skills and confidence to do so. I learned some things from the girls, as 
well, which is always exciting for any teacher.  

• Code: SciGirls! gave me valuable tools for successful engagement with 
the students’ learning. It helped me understand how to prompt their 
thinking to come up with solutions themselves, and how to teach them 
to teach themselves. 

• My participation in Code: SciGirls! definitely increased my confidence 
in engaging girls in coding because I gained knowledge and the ability 
to code right alongside with the girls. It was a two-way learning 
opportunity for all of us to collaborate and problem solve just like in 
the real world of coding where people work on teams. I became the 
guide on the side but it wasn’t because my knowledge set was greater, 
it was because the SciGirls training also incorporated a growth 
mindset attitude toward teaching and learning. 

• …having access to the resources, online materials, and curriculum 
provided by SciGirls was immensely helpful in planning for the 
program. Resources such as example icebreakers, the “TAG” peer 
review method, and the guide to computation thinking increased my 
confidence by providing answers to questions such as “how will we get 
the girls to provide useful feedback to each other?” Since many of these 
kinds of questions can hold up an activity if not answered beforehand, I 
appreciated having the aforementioned resources. 
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1.2d Educators’ confidence integrating role models 
 

Figure 8 shows educators’ median ratings of their confidence using live role models in their 
programs. Overall, the educators indicated that they felt moderately-to-very confident (Mdn = 
3.5, IQR = 2.0 in each case) recruiting local female coding professionals as role models and 
integrating these role models into their programs. Although not shown in Figure 8, overall, the 
ten educators whose programs recruited and integrated live role models were very confident 
(Mdn = 4.0, IQR = 2.0) in both areas. 
 

 
 

When asked whether and how their 
participation in Code: SciGirls! 
influenced their confidence in their 
ability to successfully integrate role 
models into their programs, four 
educators whose programs utilized live 
role models said their confidence 
increased and five said their confidence 
was not affected. Examples of their 
comments are in Table 7.  
 
Finally, educators were asked to 
consider how particular Code: SciGirls! 
resources affected their confidence 
integrating role models into their 
program, on a scale from 1.0 
(decreased) to 5.0 (increased). Overall, 
those who used the full curriculum 
thought it increased their confidence 
(Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 2.0), and those who 
used the Role Model Strategies Guide 
thought it somewhat increased their 
confidence (Mdn = 4.0, IQR = 2.0). By 
contrast, those who used the How to 
Use Role Models PDF did not think it 
affected their confidence in this area 
(Mdn = 3.0, IQR = 2.0).  
 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Recruiting local female coding professionals as role
models

Integrating live role models

Scale from 1.0 (not at all confident) to 5.0 (completely confident)

Figure 8. Educators' median ratings of their confidence using live role 
models in their programs (N=16)

Recruiting local female coding 
professionals as role models

Integrating live role models 

 

Table 7. Example educator comments about 
whether and how participation in Code: SciGirls! 

influenced confidence in their ability to integrate 
role models into their programs (n=9) 

 

 
Confidence increased (4) 
• Having a better understanding of all the fields that coding 

encompasses enabled me to think in broader terms when recruiting 
and integrating guest professionals and role models. I tried to 
incorporate a professional that represented each of these different 
fields to give the girls a better sense of where coding fits in the 
world. I think the more I learn about computer 
programming/coding, the more I'll be able to recruit diverse role 
models, but Code: SciGirls! definitely set me on the right track. 

• I am much more confident in seeking out women role models to 
support our programming and connecting with them so they know 
what role they play in the program. We made them co-facilitators at 
times and other times they just wandered around the room 
connecting with girls on a personal level or at times sat in a circle 
and had team talks that were empowering for our social and 
emotional well-being. 

• The resources provided for finding more than the woman in just my 
community was extremely eye opening and helpful!  

 
Did not affect confidence (5) 
• I already had experience in scheduling and working with guest 

presenters. 
• Our programs often use guest/professional role models…[we are 

already] comfortable and confident incorporating [them] ... 
• I have worked in a couple of different fields that deal with public 

education and awareness, and I have a strong network of 
professionals whom I call friends. I also have a strong alumni 
network through my alma mater, so recruiting guest professionals 
and role models was not a challenge. 
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Part 2 presents feedback from 22 girls who participated in one of four Code: SciGirls! 
programs and completed pre- and post-program surveys about their experience. This section 
considers four evaluation questions: (1) How appealing did girls find the Code: SciGirls! 
program?, (2) How interesting did they find the Code: SciGirls! program elements and resources?, 
(3) What was the impact of participating in Code: SciGirls! on girls’ coding interests, beliefs, and 
behavioral intentions toward coding and code-related careers?, and (4) How did girls perceive 
that their program experience affected their coding interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions?  
 

Method 
 

Evaluation design 
 

The evaluation relied on a one-group pre-post design, as shown in Image 15.5 

 
 

Participants 
 

All program participants 
 

Table 8 summarizes information 
for the 98 girls that participated in 
Code: SciGirls!, 85 of whom (87%) 
were reported to have finished the 
program. Most were in grades 5 
through 8. Most were African 
American/Black or White, with 
others identifying as Hispanic or 
Latina, multiracial, Asian, or Native 
American Indian or Alaskan 
Native. Nearly two-thirds were 
from suburbs, while more than a 
third were from urban areas. 

 
5 The study conformed to IRB requirements (E&I Review Services, # 20132 - 01). 

 

Part 2. A focused study of girls’ experience at four sites 
 

 

Table 8. Demographics and background information:  
All girls in the Code: SciGirls! programs 

  

Attendance  
(N=9) 

Started: 98 
Finished: 85 
  

Grade level 
(n=96) 

Grades 3 and 4: 6% 
Grades 5 and 6: 60% 
Grades 7 and 8: 34% 

Race/ethnicity 
(n=88) 

African American/Black: 44% 
White: 40% 
Hispanic or Latina: 7% 
Multiracial: 5% 
Asian: 3% 
Native American Indian or Alaskan Native: 1% 

Communities 
drawn from 
(n=88) 

Suburban: 60% 
Urban: 38% 
Rural: 2% 

Image 15. Code: SciGirls! pre-post evaluation design 
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Evaluation participants  
 

The four programs in the focused study 
had a total of 31 girls in their programs. 
Between three and eight girls from each 
site participated in the evaluation. In all, 
22 of the 31 girls in the focused study of 
four programs completed the evaluation 
surveys, for a response rate of 71%. 
 
Table 9 summarizes the girls’ 
demographic and background 
information. All of the girls were in  
grades 6-8, and about half were White, a 
third were African American/Black, and a 
fifth were Asian, with one each being 
Hispanic or Latina and Native American 
Indian or Alaskan Native.  
 
Also shown in Table 9, before their 
programs, three-quarters thought they 
were at least somewhat familiar with what 
coding or programming is, while almost 
half said they were at least somewhat 
familiar with using or writing code. Three-
quarters (73%) of the girls said they had previously used at least one coding language, with 
Scratch having been used by two-thirds of the girls. Although not shown in Table 9, two-fifths 
(38%) said they knew adults who code outside of Code: SciGirls!, including family members, 
teachers, and family friends. 
 
Pre-program experience with coding activities. Girls were also asked to share if they had 
ever done five specific coding activities prior to their Code: SciGirls! programs, either in school 
or out of school. As shown in Figure 9, more than three-quarters (77%) had played a coding 
game and two-fifths each had used code to control technologies (45%) and/or used code to 
make an animation, movie, or music (41%). A third (36%) had used code to create a game, 
and a tenth (9%) had used code to make a graph. 
 

 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Played a coding game

Used code to control technologies like robots, sensors, or cameras

Used code to make an animation, movie, or music

Used code to create a game

Used code to make a graph

Percentage of girls

Figure 9. Girls who said they had done coding activities before Code: SciGirls!, 
either in school or out of school (N=22) 

 

Table 9. Demographics and background: 
Evaluation participants (N=22) 

  

Grade (N=22) 6: 50% 
7: 23% 
8: 27% 

Racial/ethnic 
background 

White: 55% 
African American/Black: 36% 
Asian: 18% 
Hispanic or Latina: 5% 
Native American Indian or 
Alaskan Native: 5% 

Pre-program 
familiarity with 
coding or 
programming  

Not at all: 14% 
Slightly: 9% 
Somewhat: 27% 
Moderately: 27% 
Very: 23% 

Pre-program 
familiarity with 
using or writing code 

Not at all: 23% 
Slightly: 32% 
Somewhat: 23% 
Moderately: 23% 
Very: 0% 

Pre-program use of 
coding languages 

Alice: 0% 
Blockly: 18% 
Python: 18% 
RobotC: 5% 
Scratch: 64% 
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Pre-program familiarity with 
SciGirls. Finally, as shown in Figure 
10, girls were asked to share their pre-
program familiarity with the SciGirls 
television series and website. In both 
cases the largest groups had never 
heard of the series (50%) or the 
website (41%). A third each (32% 
each) had heard of these resources but 
never watched the series or visited the 
website. One-fifth (18%) said they had 
watched at least once, and more than a 
quarter (28%) had visited the website 
at least once. 
 
 
 
 
   

0% 20% 40% 60%

Never heard of it

Heard of it but have not
watched/visited

Watched/visited once

Watched/visited more than once

Percentage of girls

Figure 10. Girls' pre-program familiarity with 
the SciGirls television series and website (N=22)

Television series Website

Never heard of it

Heard of it but have not 
watched/visited

Watched/visited once

Watched/visited 
more than once

Images 16-19. Role model, final project presentations, and paired programming  
at Code: SciGirls! programs 

https://pbskids.org/scigirls/
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Procedure 
 

Girls’ feedback on four of the Code: SciGirls! programs was gathered through online pre- and 
post-program surveys. Those who completed both surveys were provided an honorarium 
worth $35, either as an Amazon or Target gift card or as a code-related gift (a micro:bit starter 
kit), as their educators preferred. The four partner organizations that shared the evaluation 
opportunity with girls and families also received an honorarium for their assistance. 
 

Measures 
 

Surveys for girls were developed through an iterative process that involved collaborating with 
the project team (both before and after program requirements shifted due to COVID-19) and 
reviewing the original NSF proposal, the Code: SciGirls! resources and program goals, and prior 
evaluation and research findings.  
 
The post-program survey for girls is in Appendix C. Note that as all four programs were 
conducted as camps, the survey questions reference the Code: SciGirls! camp as opposed to 
program for ease of reference as girls completed the surveys. Survey questions fell into two 
broad areas, (i) program appeal and interest and (ii) coding outcomes, as outlined below.  
 
i. Program appeal and interest 
 

Appeal of program 
 

To assess the appeal of the Code: SciGirls! program, the evaluation adapted the activity interest 
scale from a prior SciGirls research study (Flagg, 2016), which drew on the interest/ 
enjoyment subscale from Deci and Ryan’s Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (n.d.). For the 
current evaluation, girls were presented with six agree-disagree statements on a five-point 
scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree: I enjoyed the coding camp very much; I had a lot 
of fun in the coding camp; I thought the coding camp was very interesting; I was so involved in 
the coding camp that I was often surprised when our meetings were over; I was really drawn 
into the coding camp activities; and I would like to do more coding camps like this in the future.  
 
Interest in program resources and elements 
 

To assess girls’ interest in the Code: SciGirls! program components they were exposed to, a 
researcher-generated question set was developed for the purpose of the evaluation. Girls 
were asked to rate their interest in the following eight program resources and elements using 
a five-point scale from not at all interested to very interested: opening family event; coding 
activities; Code: SciGirls! television shows (featuring different groups of girls working on coding 
projects in their community); guest professionals from code-related fields (in-person or over 
video chat); Code Quest computer game (where players code Subby through the aquarium reef 
with the help of Izzie and Jake); videos showing code-related jobs or careers; final group project; 
and closing family event. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CodeSGEval
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SGcodepostMaine
https://www.amazon.com/Vilros-BBC-Micro-Basic-Starter/dp/B08WR4X7P9/ref=sr_1_4?dchild=1&keywords=MICROBIT&qid=1625776401&refinements=p_72%3A1248879011&rnid=1248877011&s=electronics&sr=1-4
https://www.amazon.com/Vilros-BBC-Micro-Basic-Starter/dp/B08WR4X7P9/ref=sr_1_4?dchild=1&keywords=MICROBIT&qid=1625776401&refinements=p_72%3A1248879011&rnid=1248877011&s=electronics&sr=1-4
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ii. Coding outcomes 
 

Pre-post rating scales and post-only open-ended coding outcome questions were developed to 
address the planned outcomes of interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions toward coding 
and code-related careers. A review of the literature revealed many existing scales applied to the 
broader arenas of “computers” and “computer science” or to specific programming languages 
like “Scratch”, but very few age-appropriate scales focused on “coding” itself, which is at the 
core of the Code: SciGirls! educational resources. Even so, the evaluation utilized existing scales, 
referenced below, as idea sources to generate age- and gender-appropriate scale statements, 
adapting the language to the outreach programs’ coding content. Scale psychometrics reported 
below were calculated on the pre-survey responses of the final sample of 22 girls. 
 
Coding interests 
 

In considering interest in the field of informal science learning, Renninger (2007) noted that 
“interest evolves in the interaction of the person with the environment and as a result can be 
supported to change”(p. 4) and “interest is always identified with particular content (e.g., 
science)” (p. 5). In the context of Code: SciGirls!, the environmental interaction occurs with the 
program experience and the particular content is coding. For the purposes of the evaluation, 
three interest scales were developed to assess girls’ interest in coding activities, coding 
applications, and code-related jobs or careers. In each case, girls rated randomly presented 
statements using a five-point range from not at all interested to very interested.  
 

Interest in coding activities scale. Six coding activities were included based on activities 
implemented in the Code: SciGirls! materials and program elements: using code to create 
animation; using code to make a graph; using code to control technologies like robots, 
sensors, or cameras; writing your own code; solving or figuring out coding challenges; and 
playing an online game to learn or practice coding. Internal consistency for the scale was 
high (a = .97, 95% CI [0.95; 0.99]). 
 

Interest in coding applications scale. Four applications of coding were included based on 
projects that appear in the Code: SciGirls! materials and program elements: how coding can 
address real world problems; how coding is used in the sciences, like astronomy or ecology; 
how coding can be used to inspire action; and how coding is used in the arts, like animation or 
music. Internal consistency for the scale was high (a = .97, 95% CI [0.95; 0.99]). 
 

Interest in code-related jobs or careers scale. Three broad areas of interest in jobs or 
careers were included to capture general career themes addressed in Code: SciGirls! 
programs: learning about coding jobs or careers; exploring what is involved in preparing for 
careers that use coding; and working on coding projects in a future job or career. The last 
statement drew from a scale administered to teens by Kang et al. (2021). Internal 
consistency for the scale was high (a = .97, CI [0.95; 0.99]). 

 
To help support interpretation of the quantitative interest scales, open-ended questions were 
interspersed in between rating scales asking girls about the influence of their program 
experience on their coding interests: Please describe how any of your camp experiences affected 
your interest in coding and Please describe how any of your camp experiences affected your 
interest in a future coding job or career. 
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Coding beliefs 
 

As the Code: SciGirls! programs featured live and mediated role models modeling coding 
activities and had female mentors discussing their professional activities, the evaluation 
included questions about girls’ belief in their ability to code and their belief that a coding-
related job or career is possible for them in the future. 
 

Belief in ability to code scale. Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory (2001) proposes that a 
belief in one’s task capability (or self-efficacy) is in part influenced by vicarious observation 
of social modeling of the sort that the girls present in the Code: SciGirls! episodes and 
through live role models in the programs. Bandura (2006) instructs that a scale to assess 
the strength of the belief system underlying self-efficacy should list different activities in a 
specific performance domain and request of participants how confident they are that they 
can do those activities at that time. The coding activities included in this evaluation scale 
were included in the resources (e.g., modeled in the episodes, actions required in the game 
missions) and have as their foundation the computational thinking framework of Brennan 
and Resnick’s (2012) concepts of sequence and loop; practices of testing and debugging; 
and perspective of questioning. On a five-point scale of not at all confident to very confident, 
girls rated how confident they were that they could do seven coding activities, listed in the 
following order: use code to control robots, sensors, or cameras; choose the correct code to 
move an object on a computer screen; create code sequences that tell a computer what to do; 
choose a correct code to make a computer repeat the same actions over and over; test the 
results of a sequence of code; fix your coding when your program doesn’t work; and use 
coding to solve a specific problem. Internal consistency for the scale was high (a = .98, 95% 
CI [0.97; 1]).  
 
Belief that a coding-related job or career is possible scale. Possible selves theory 
(Markus & Nurius, 1986) as applied to Code: SciGirls! refers to girls’ self-knowledge about 
their potential and their future identities. The scale statements generated for this 
evaluation were inspired by the Code: SciGirls! emphasis on the inclusion of live and media-
based role models; research on vicarious role models leading to positive changes in 
adolescent girls’ view of themselves in a future science career (Steinke et al., 2009); and 
scales focused on possible selves and STEM careers (Kang et al., 2021; Lips, 2007; National 
Center for Women and Information Technology, 2020; Rachmatullah et al., 2020; Wonch 
Hill et al., 2017). For the purposes of the evaluation, the scale assessed beliefs of girls’ 
future selves in a coding-related job or career. Participants were asked the following 
randomly-presented agree-disagree statements on a five-point scale from strongly disagree 
to strongly agree: I think like a coder; I could become a coder if I wanted to; People like me 
could do well in coding jobs; I believe I can be successful in a career in coding; I can picture 
myself as a coder; and I believe that a code-related job is possible for me. Internal consistency 
for the scale was high (a = .99, 95% CI [0.98; 1]). 
 

As with qualitative interest questions, open-ended questions were interspersed between 
rating scales asking about the influence of the program on their beliefs to help support 
interpretation of the quantitative scales: Please describe how any of your camp experiences 
affected your confidence in your ability to learn coding and Please describe how any of your 
camp experiences affected your seeing a code-related job as possible for you. 
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Coding behavioral intentions 
 

To assess whether participating in Code: SciGirls! impacted girls’ behavioral intention towards 
coding, the evaluation included a scale focused on coding activities thought to be within the 
reach of most girls.  

 
Behavioral intention to do coding activities scale. Participants were asked to report 
their likelihood of engaging in code-related activities in the future, if given the opportunity, 
on a five-point scale of not at all likely to very likely. The following randomly-presented 
activities included: ask someone who knows about coding what you can do to get better at 
coding; play an online game to learn or practice coding; sign up for an out-of-school activity 
about coding; take a school class in coding; try to use coding in a project at school or home; 
and use or watch online coding tutorials or videos. Internal consistency for the scale was 
high (a = .96, 95% CI [0.93; 0.99]). 
 

Finally, to help support interpretation of the quantitative scale, prior to girls being asked 
about the list above they were asked What would you like to do in the future, if anything, to 
continue your experience with coding? 
 

Data analysis and reporting 
 

All statistical analyses were performed using R Statistical Software (v4.1.2; R Core Team 
2021). Descriptive statistics and frequency tables, with rounding, are provided to summarize 
the girls’ characteristics and their responses to survey questions. As in Part 1 (p. 8), for rating 
questions where medians (Mdn) are reported, interquartile ranges (IQR) are reported 
because of the skewed distributions of ratings. 
 
When analyzing for differences between the means of girls’ coding interests, beliefs, and 
intentions before and after the program, bootstrapping two-tailed paired t-tests and 
confidence intervals were used. The paired t-tests tell us the likelihood that increases after 
the program are beyond a chance result, and the d effect-size statistic tells us the magnitude 
of the effect, whether the significant difference is meaningful and of practical concern. 
Statistically significant differences between pre and post ratings (hereafter referred to as 
“significant”) at p ≤ .05 are reported in the text.  
 
Content analyses were performed on the qualitative data generated in the open-ended 
questions by two coders. The analysis was both deductive, drawing on the project’s goals and 
objectives, and inductive, looking for overall themes, keywords, and key phrases.  
 
In reporting findings, where applicable, related educator feedback is also presented alongside 
girls’ responses, as gathered through seven educator reflection surveys from the same four 
sites. 
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Findings 
 

2.1 Extent to which educators at four sites implemented Code: SciGirls! as 
envisioned 
 
The four programs in the focused study were located in three states around the United States. 
Table 10 shows that all four took place in the summer of 2021. Although not shown in Table 
10, all four programs were summer camps (as noted under Measures, p. 24), and all four took 
place over four or five days. All four also had between seven and nine girls complete their 
programs. Between three and eight girls from each site participated in the evaluation; in all, 
22 of the 31 girls in the focused study of four programs completed the evaluation surveys, for 
a response rate of 71%. 
 
Also shown in Table 10, three of the four programs were longer than 25 hours, and three of 
the four had both in-person and virtual elements (with the fourth program, at the University 
of Colorado Boulder, being entirely in-person). Details about each site’s use of the Code: 
SciGirls! resources, live role models, and family events are in sections 2.1a through 2.1c, on the 
following pages. 
 

  

Table 10. Overview of the four programs in the focused study (N=4) 
  

 
 
Partner organizations 

 
 

Program 
dates 

 
Girls who 

completed 
program 

Girls who 
completed 
evaluation 

surveys 

 
Program hours 
implemented  

for girls 

 
 

In-person 
or virtual 

 
 

State 

Mote Marine Laboratory July 2021 7 7 25 Both FL 

National High Magnetic 
Field Laboratory 

July 2021 7 4 35 Both FL 

University of Colorado 
Boulder 

July 2021 9 8 17.5 In-person CO 

University of Maine Aug 2021 8 3 35 Both ME 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Images 20 and 21. Girls from two Code: SciGirls! programs 
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2.1a Use of Code: SciGirls! resources 
 
Use of Code: SciGirls! media resources in coding sessions for girls 
 

As shown in Table 11, all four programs incorporated the High Tech Tide and Game Changers 
episodes. Three used Super Sensors, two used Code Concert, and one used Cartoon Coders. 
Two programs used the full episodes, and two used full episodes and clips from episodes. All 
four programs also used the Code Quest game. Three had girls play in pairs for approximately 
45 minutes, during which time educators thought most got to Mission 4 or 5 (of the six 
missions in the game). One program that had girls play independently as part of their virtual 
sessions also thought they got to Mission 5, although play time varied between girls. 
Educators’ feedback about how and when the episodes and game were used is in Table 12. 
 

 

Table 11. Use of media resources in the focused study of four programs (N=4) 
   

 
Partner organizations 

Code: SciGirls! 
episodes used 

Full episodes 
and/or clips 

Use of Code 
Quest game 

Length of 
time played 

game 

How far most 
girls got in 

game 

Mote Marine Laboratory 

High Tech Tide 
Game Changers 
Super Sensors 

Cartoon Coders 
Code Concert 

 
 

Full episodes Yes 45 minutes Mission 4 

National High Magnetic 
Field Laboratory 

High Tech Tide 
Game Changers 

Full episodes Yes 
Varied, girls 

played 
independently 

Mission 5 

University of Colorado 
Boulder 

High Tech Tide 
Game Changers 
Super Sensors 
Code Concert 

Both Yes 45 minutes Mission 5 

University of Maine 

High Tech Tide 
Game Changers 
Super Sensors 

 

Both Yes 45 minutes Mission 4 

 
 

Table 12. How and when programs in the focused study used  
the episodes and game (N=4) 

  

 

Use of Code: SciGirls! episodes 
• I showed full episodes during the program on day 1 and then as girls ate lunch for the remaining days. Usually the episode 

correlated with topics for the day. 
• [We showed the episodes] when appropriate and as tied to fitting lessons. 
• We would usually begin the morning with them after a warmup activity or introduce them based on where they girls were at. If 

they needed a break we would take one and return to an episode. 
• To introduce the program as a whole and ensure all participants were familiar with the organization and inspiration behind 

the program. Later, we used SciGirls episodes as directed by the provided curriculum to introduce programming concepts to the 
participants. For example, we watched High Tech Tide to introduce participants to the idea of using computers and computer 
science to answer questions and solve problems. We then used clips from various episodes to introduce concepts such as sensors 
and pair programming. 

 
Use of Code Quest game 
• We used it the first day as a way to finish out the morning before doing our daily reflection. 
• It was used on day 1 to practice pair programming and be introduced to block coding. 
• Only during Unit 2, wherein we gave participants ~45 minutes to work with a partner on solving levels through pair 

programming. While we did not provide subsequent time specifically dedicated to Code Quest, we encouraged participants to 
use it throughout the week to practice the problem-solving skills that they learn while working with micro:bits. 

• For independent coding practice and brain breaks. 
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Use of Code: SciGirls! curriculum units  
in coding sessions for girls  
 

As shown in Table 13, all four programs 
incorporated the curriculum units on 
pseudocode (Unit 3), micro:bit animation (Unit 
4), and micro:bit sensors (Unit 5). Three 
incorporated pair programming (Unit 2), 
micro:bit motors (Unit 6), micro:bit radios (Unit 
7), and the final project (Unit 8). The site that 
was unable to include pair programming, 
micro:bit motors, and micro:bit radios 
held their sessions for girls virtually, and 
the site that was unable to include the 
curriculum’s final project had their 
program cut short by a day due to extreme weather.  
 

 

Table 13. Use of curriculum units in the programs in the focused study (N=4) 
   

Partner organizations Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6 Unit 7 Unit 8 

Mote Marine Laboratory Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

National High Magnetic 
Field Laboratory 

No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes 

University of Colorado 
Boulder 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

University of Maine Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 
Image 23. Code: SciGirls! curriculum outline 

Image 22. Girls working on a 
 micro:bit curriculum activity 
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2.1b Use of live role models 
 
As shown in Table 14, three sites incorporated live role models in their programs, two of 
whom each had two role models participate, and one of whom had seven role models. All 11 
role models participated in the sessions for girls, all were female, four met with girls in-
person, and seven participated virtually. 
 

 

Table 14. Use of live role models in the four programs in the focused study (N=4) 
   

 
Partner organizations 

Use of live role 
models 

When role models 
participated 

Role model 
gender 

Whether in-person 
or virtual 

Mote Marine Laboratory Yes (2) 
Sessions for girls: 2 

Family events: 0 
Female: 2 

Male: 0 
In-person: 2 

Virtual: 0 

National High Magnetic Field 
Laboratory 

Yes (7) 
Sessions for girls: 7 

Family events: 0 
Female: 7 

Male: 0 
In-person: 0 

Virtual: 7 

University of Colorado 
Boulder 

Yes (2) 
Sessions for girls: 2 

Family events: 0 
Female: 2 

Male: 0 
In-person: 2 

Virtual: 0 

University of Maine No -- -- -- 

 
2.1c Use of family events 
 
As shown in Table 15, three of the four partner organizations held family events, with the 
fourth organization noting that they weren’t able to because of “COVID restrictions and timing 
constraints with our other summer programs.” 
 
Mote Marine Laboratory held a virtual welcome event. Although they originally planned to 
hold a closing event as well, this was cancelled due to extreme weather. National High 
Magnetic Field Laboratory held an in-person welcome event that they described as “an 
informal meetup so that SciGirls and their parents could pick up their SciGirls swag bags, which 
held all of their camp supplies.” Their closing event was held virtually. Finally, the University of 
Maine held a virtual opening event and an in-person closing event. 
 

  

Table 15. Use of family events in the focused study of four programs (N=4) 
   

 
Partner organizations 

Use of welcome and 
closing events 

Whether in-person  
or virtual 

Mote Marine Laboratory Welcome 
Welcome: Virtual 

Closing: -- 

National High Magnetic Field Laboratory Both 
Welcome: In-person 

Closing: Virtual 

University of Colorado Boulder None -- 

University of Maine Both 
Welcome: Virtual 
Closing: In-person 
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2.2 Code: SciGirls! appeal, interest, and impact among girls 
 

2.2a How appealing girls found Code: SciGirls!   
 

Girls were asked for their level of agreement with several statements about the appeal of their 
program experience to address evaluation question 1 of the focused study on girls: How 
appealing did girls find the Code: SciGirls! program? As the median ratings in Figure 11 show, 
overall, girls strongly agreed (Mdn = 5.0) that they had a lot of fun (IQR = 1.0) and that their 
program was very interesting (IQR = 0.25), while they agreed-to-strongly agreed (Mdn = 4.5, 
IQR = 1.0) that they enjoyed the program very much. They agreed (Mdn = 4.0) that they were 
so involved in the program that they were often surprised when the meetings were over (IQR 
= 0.5), that they were really drawn into their program’s activities (IQR = 1.0), and that they 
would like to do similar coding programs in the future (IQR = 2.0). Frequency distribution 
tables for girls’ ratings in each case are in Appendix D. 
 

 

 
2.2b How interesting girls found the Code: SciGirls! elements 
 

Girls were asked to rate their interest in four key Code: SciGirls! program elements to address 
the first part of evaluation question 2 of the focused study on girls: How interesting did girls 
find the Code: SciGirls! program elements and resources? As the median interest ratings in 
Figure 12 show, overall, girls who experienced role models from code-related fields found 
them very interesting (Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 1.0) and those who participated in a final group 
project also found this activity very interesting (IQR = 0.5). Meanwhile, girls who participated 
in a closing event found it moderately interesting (Mdn = 4.0, IQR = 1.5), and those who 
participated in an opening family event found it somewhat-to-moderately interesting (Mdn = 
3.5, IQR = 1.2). Frequency distribution tables for girls’ ratings in each case are in Appendix D. 
 

 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

I had a lot of fun in the program.

I thought the program was very interesting.

I enjoyed the program very much.

I was so involved in the program that I was often…

I was really drawn into the program activities.

I would like to do more programs like this in the future.

Scale from 1.0 (strongly disagree) to 5.0 (strongly agree)

Figure 11. Girls' median ratings of their program experience (N=22)

I had a lot of fun in the program.

I thought the program was very interesting.

I enjoyed the program very much.

I was so involved in the program that I was often 
surprised when our meetings were over.

I was really drawn into the program activities.

I would like to do more programs
like this in the future.

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Role models (n=18)

Final group project (n=15)

Closing family event (n=7)

Opening family event (n=11)

Scale from 1.0 (not at all interesting) to 5.0 (very interesting)

Figure 12. Girls' median ratings of their interest
in the Code: SciGirls! program elements
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Educators’ perceived value of the Code: SciGirls! program elements 
 

Educators from the focused study of four programs were asked to rate the value of the same 
elements, on a scale from 1.0 (not at all valuable) to 5.0 (very valuable). Overall, the educators 
found the final group project, opening event, and closing event very valuable (Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 
1.0 for each element), and they found the role models moderately valuable (Mdn = 4.0, IQR = 
1.0).6 Elaborating on their ratings, a few pointed specifically to the value of the opening and 
closing family events, as in, “I would say the family event was incredibly valuable! Helped the 
students and parents engage, helped everyone understand the objective and feel comfortable 
creating conversations around what was going on for their student when it comes to being a girl 
and learning to code!” and “The final group project and the closing event were immensely 
valuable to both the girls and their parents. The project solidified the girls' understanding of 
code, and the family event helped parents see the progress that their girls had made.” 
 
2.2c How interesting girls found the Code: SciGirls! resources 
 

Girls were asked to rate their interest in four key Code: SciGirls! program resources to address 
the second part of evaluation question 2 of the focused study on girls: How interesting did girls 
find the Code: SciGirls! program elements and resources? As the median ratings in Figure 13 show, 
overall, girls who experienced coding activities found them moderately-to-very interesting (Mdn 
= 4.5, IQR = 1.0). Girls who saw the two video resources found them moderately interesting (Mdn 
= 4.0), including the Code: SciGirls! episodes (IQR = 2.0) and Women in Tech role model videos 
(IQR = 1.75), while those who played the Code Quest game found it somewhat interesting (Mdn = 
3.0, IQR = 1.5). Frequency distribution tables for girls’ ratings in each case are in Appendix D. 
 

 
Educators’ perceived value of the Code: SciGirls! resources 
 

The seven educators from the four programs included in the focused study were asked to rate 
the value of the same resources, on a scale from 1.0 (not at all valuable) to 5.0 (very valuable). 
Overall, the educators found two resources very valuable (Mdn = 5.0), the coding activities 
(IQR = 0) and the Women in Tech profile video (IQR = 1.0). They found the remaining two 
resources moderately valuable (Mdn = 4.0), the episodes (IQR = 2.0) and Code Quest game (IQR 
= 3.5). When invited to elaborate, two educators praised the coding activities as “immensely 
valuable” and “the highlight,” although one of these educators also thought the activities 
“underestimated the abilities of the girls” and that “the program would benefit from outlining an 
accelerated track with additional activities, such as one that has them go beyond MakeCode.”    

 
6 All seven educators from the focused study of four programs rated the value of the final group project. In each 
case, five educators rated the value of the opening event, closing event, and live role models. 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Coding activities (N=22)

Code: SciGirls! episodes (n=21)

Women in Tech role model videos (n=13)

Code Quest game (n=21)

Scale from 1.0 (not at all interesting) to 5.0 (very interesting)

Figure 13. Girls' median ratings of their interest 
in the Code: SciGirls! resources 

Coding activities (N=22)

Code: SciGirls! episodes (n=21)

Women in Tech role model videos (n=13)

Code Quest game (n=21)
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2.2d Impact of Code: SciGirls! on girls’ coding outcomes 
 

Girls completed coding outcome questions before and after participating in their program to 
address evaluation question 3 of the focused study on girls: What was the impact of 
participating in Code: SciGirls! on girls’ coding interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions 
toward coding and code-related careers? Figure 14 presents the pre and post mean ratings for 
each coding outcome. Based on paired t-tests, the girls’ interest in coding activities, 
applications, and code-related jobs; their belief in their ability to code and that a code-related 
job or career was possible for them; and their intentions to do future coding activities 
increased significantly after participating in a Code: SciGirls! program. See Measures (pp. 25-
27) for an overview of each coding outcome scale and Appendix C for the statements as 
presented in the post-program survey. Specific scale findings are presented below. 

 
Interest in coding activities scale. Girls indicated a significantly higher interest in coding 
activities after the program (M = 3.91, SD = 1.04) than before the program (M = 3.38, SD = 
1.31). The mean increase in interest rating was .053, with a 95% confidence interval ranging 
from 0.11 to 1.10. The effect size was medium (d = 0.45).7 
 

Interest in coding applications scale. Girls indicated a significantly higher interest in coding 
applications after the program (M = 4.05, SD = 0.93) than before the program (M = 3.23, SD = 
1.39). The mean increase in interest rating was 0.82, with a 95% confidence interval ranging 
from 0.43 to 1.31. The effect size was large (d = 0.76).8 
 
Interest in coding jobs/careers scale. Girls indicated a significantly higher interest in code-
related jobs or careers after the program (M = 3.42, SD = 1.31) than before the program (M = 
2.89, SD = 1.40). The mean increase in interest rating was 0.53, with a 95% confidence 
interval ranging from 0.03 to 1.08. The effect size was medium (d = 0.42).9  

 
7 Mean of the differences = 0.53, BCa 95% CI [0.11, 1.10], p = .019, d = 0.45, 95% CI [0.00, 0.90]. 
8 0.82, BCa 95% CI [0.43, 1.31], p < .001, d = 0.76, 95% CI [0.28, 1.26]. 
9 0.53, BCa 95% CI [0.03, 1.08], p = .05, d = 0.42, 95% CI [-0.02, 0.87]. 
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Figure 14. Pre and post mean ratings of girls'
coding interests, beliefs, and intentions (N=22)

Pre Post
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Belief in ability to code scale. Girls indicated a significantly higher belief in their ability to 
code after the program (M = 4.31, SD = 0.68) than before the program (M = 3.16, SD = 1.42). 
The mean increase in belief rating was 1.15, with a 95% confidence interval ranging from 0.70 
to 1.57. The effect size was large (d = 1.07).10 
 
Belief in coding job/career being possible scale. Girls indicated a significantly higher belief 
in attaining and succeeding at a code-related career after the program (M = 3.61, SD = 0.97) 
than before the program (M = 3.12, SD = 1.24). The mean increase in belief rating was 0.49, 
with a 95% confidence interval ranging from 0.17 to 0.89. The effect size was medium (d = 
0.57).11 
 

Behavioral intentional to do coding activities in the future scale. Girls indicated a 
significantly higher intention to do coding activities in the future after the program (M = 3.47, 
SD = 1.21) than before the program (M = 3.05, SD = 1.34). The mean increase in intention 
rating was 0.42, with 95% confidence interval ranging from 0.05 to 0.85. The effect size was 
medium (d = 0.42).12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
10 1.15, BCa 95% CI [0.70, 1.57], p < 0.001, d = 1.07, 95% CI [0.55, 1.63]. 
11 0.49, BCa 95% CI [0.17, 0.89], p = .005, d = 0.57, 95% CI [0.11, 1.04]. 
12 0.42, BCa 95% CI [0.05, 0.85], p = .031, d = 0.42, 95% CI [0.00, 0.89]. 

 

Image 24. Girls and an educator doing an activity from the curriculum 
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2.2e How girls perceived that their Code: SciGirls! experience affected coding 
outcomes 
 

Finally, to address evaluation question 4 of the focused study on girls, How did girls perceive 
that their program experience affected their coding interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions?, 
girls were asked to describe in their own words how their Code: SciGirls! experience affected 
each coding outcome area. This section explores how girls and educators at the four sites in the 
focused study thought that the girls’ program experience affected each area. 
 

How program experience affected  
girls’ coding interests 
 

As shown in Figure 15, all but one of the girls 
(95%) thought their experience in Code: SciGirls! 
positively affected their interest in coding, while 
one (5%) said their interest was negatively 
affected. In their responses, approximately half of 
the girls pointed to specific parts of their 
programs that affected their interest: seven 
described being affected by the projects and 
activities, three by other girls in their program, 
and one by the role models, as shown in the 
example comments in Table 16. 

 
 
 

 

How educators thought their programs affected girls’ interest in coding. Similar to the 
girls, overall, the seven educators from the focused study of four programs thought their 
programs increased (Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 0) girls’ interest in coding, using a scale from 1.0 
(decreased) to 5.0 (increased). A few elaborated on what they had observed, saying, “All of the 
girls made it clear that they wanted to continue coding activities beyond camp” and “Several 
parents came up to me at the closing event saying that their child had expressed interest in 
pursuing coding further.” 

 

Table 16. Example comments from girls 
about how their Code: SciGirls! experience 

 affected their interest in coding (N=22) 
 

 
Positively affected coding interest (95%) 
• Camp has made me more interested in coding. 
• It affected my interest in coding because now I’m gonna try 

to learn more about Samsung and Microsoft's coding and 
how they make their devices updates .  

• It made me want to include coding to my future job, so it 
basically made me want to code more now 

• I had fun and I'm slightly more interested in coding now 
• Doing the big coding projects were fun and enjoyable it 

made me a lot more interested in coding because it made 
me think a little bit more creatively. 

• The activities and crafting opened me to new ideas for how 
coding can be more fun and interesting.  

• The camp affected my interest in coding a lot! I liked coding 
with my friends, and I learned some new code that I didn’t 
know before! It was so fun, I wish it would last longer. 

• I loved all the mini projects and working with old friends 
and new friends. 

• Working with other people in a group made it more 
interesting and inspired me to want to do it by myself too. 

• When the guest speaker came in and talked to us about her 
job, it just felt more interesting, and she answered multiple 
questions which was helpful.  

 
Negatively affected coding interest (5%) 
• The experiences with the camp did allow me to know a lot 

about coding, but it also made me realize that it's not really 
for me. 
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Figure 15. How girls thought their 
program experience affected their 

interest in coding (N=22)
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How program experience affected girls’  
interest in coding jobs/careers  
 

As shown in Figure 16, the majority of girls 
(68%) thought their experience in Code: 
SciGirls! positively affected their interest in 
future coding jobs/careers. About a fifth 
(18%) said their interest in this area wasn’t 
affected, and less than a tenth each weren’t 
sure (9%) or thought their interest had 
been negatively affected (5%). In their 
responses, approximately one-third of the 
girls pointed to specific parts of their 
programs that affected their interest in 
coding jobs/careers: four were affected by 
the projects and activities, four by the role 
models, and one by the SciGirls materials, 
specifically the Code Quest game, as shown 
in the example comments in Table 17. 

 
 

How educators thought their programs affected girls’ interest in a coding job/career. 
Similar to many of the girls, overall, the seven educators from the focused study of four 
programs thought their programs increased (Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 1.0) girls’ interest in a future 
job/career in coding, using a scale from 1.0 (decreased) to 5.0 (increased). Also similar to the 
girls, some educators pointed to the use of live role models in increasing girls’ interest in 
coding careers, and in particular the opportunity to learn how coding is a part of many 
different jobs. For example, one educator thought additional role models would have done 
more in this area, while another expressed satisfaction with the number and range of role 
models their program incorporated, as in, “Ideally, I would have liked to have a role model for 
each day so girls could really see the full gamut of potential opportunities” and “The campers 
loved talking to people who were using coding/computer science/STEM in their real-life careers. 

 

Table 17. Example comments from girls about 
how their Code: SciGirls! experience  

affected their interest in a future coding 
job/career (N=22) 

 

 
Positively affected interest in coding jobs/careers (68%) 
• It really helped me get a better idea on all the careers that 

used code and help me figure out which were the best for me 
• The camps I’ve been to have inspired future careers, because I 

know now that coding is more than just blocks and typing. 
• It affected my interest in a future coding job because now I'm 

thinking about working for Samsung or Microsoft. 
• I would love to do something related to coding as a career in 

the future. 
• The micro:bit made me more interested in a coding career. 
• Well, the coding did make me want to be a game maker in the 

future but not very much because you would get the coding 
wrong…But the one [part] that pushed me to be that game 
maker was the micro:bit. 

• What affected my interest in having a coding job was hearing 
someone who already has a coding job and doing the projects 
and coding the micro:bit. 

• Guest speakers gave me a possibility to see what opportunities 
in careers I have and made me more interested in looking at a 
coding career. 

• My camp experiences helped me experience my future 
careers…[now] I kind of want to use code to clean the plastic 
in the ocean 

 
Did not affect interest in coding jobs/careers (18%) 
• I still don't want to code for a job in the future 
• I don’t think coding has affected my interest in a future job 
 
Not sure if affected interest in coding jobs/careers (9%) 
• Well, I still don't know if I want a coding job but if I do want 

one in the future, camp gave me the experiences I will need if I 
get a job for coding 

• I’m not sure if I want to work in coding just yet 
 
Negatively affected coding interest (5%) 
• The experiences just made me realize that I don't really want a 

future/job in coding. 
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Positively affected interest
in coding jobs/careers

Did not affect interest in
coding jobs/careers
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in coding jobs/careers

Negatively affected
interest in coding…

Percentage of girls

Figure 16. How girls thought their 
program experience affected their 

interest in a future coding
job/career (N=22)

Positively affected interest 
in coding jobs/careers

Did not affect interest in 
coding jobs/careers

Not sure if affected 
interest in coding 

Negatively affected 
interest in coding 
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The guests were engaging and approachable, so the girls were not only able to make connections 
to the importance of coding/computer science/STEM as viable career options and to the lessons 
that they were learning in Code: SciGirls! camp, but they were also able to make personal 
connections to women (mostly Black and Brown women) who were able to encourage the girls to 
pursue their STEM dreams.” 
 
How program experience affected  
girls’ belief in ability to code 
 

As shown in Figure 17, almost all of the girls 
who shared a response (94%) thought their 
experience in Code: SciGirls! positively 
affected their belief in their ability to code, 
while one (6%) said their belief in their 
ability wasn’t affected. In their responses, 
half of the girls pointed to specific parts of 
their programs that affected their belief in 
their ability to code: six described being 
affected by the projects and activities, two 
were affected by the opportunity to share 
their work, and one by the SciGirls materials, 
specifically the Code Quest game, as shown in 
the example comments in Table 18. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

How educators thought their programs affected girls’ belief in their ability to code. 
Similar to the girls, overall, the seven educators from the focused study of four programs 
thought their programs increased (Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 1.0) girls’ belief in their ability to code, 
using a scale from 1.0 (decreased) to 5.0 (increased). One educator elaborated on having seen 
girls surprise themselves as they worked on their final project, saying, “While completing the 
final project, they were surprised by how much they knew, and they wrote down numerous ideas 
for how to solve real-world problems using code.” 
 
 
 

 

Table 18. Example comments from girls 
about how their Code: SciGirls!  

experience affected their belief in their 
ability to code (n=18) 

 

 
Positively affected belief in ability to code (94%) 
• My confidence boost definitely went up once I learned to 

code. 
• I feel better about my skills 
• I definitely feel confident about coding now, after the camp. 
• Doing the big coding projects made me feel more confident 

that I can code because it gave me more experience. 
• The camp boosted my confidence in my coding abilities! For 

example, making the watches seemed hard, but after some 
help, I was able to make the watch actually work! 

• Coding the micro:bit helped me improve my confidence in 
coding.  

• Being complimented on my work and sharing with the 
group made me have more confidence and showed me that 
I can do well in coding and learn more. 

• The camp experiences that affected my confidence in my 
ability to code was when I presented our code that I made . 
Because when I presented I felt proud about what I created 
and to see other code was really fun. 

• The camp affected my confidence in my ability to learn 
coding by doing coding games. 

 
Did not affect belief in ability to code (6%) 
• It didn’t really do anything  

0% 50% 100%

Positively affected belief
in ability to code

Did not affect belief in
ability to code

Percentage of girls

Figure 17. How girls thought their 
program experience affected their 

belief in their ability to code (n=18)

Positively affected 
belief in ability to code

Did not affect belief in 
ability to code
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How program experience affected girls’  
belief that a code-related job is possible 
 

As shown in Figure 18, the majority of 
girls who shared a response (76%) 
thought their experience in Code: 
SciGirls! positively affected their seeing a 
code-related job as possible for them. 
About a fifth (19%) said their experience 
did not affect how they saw the 
possibility of a code-related job, and less 
than a tenth (5%) said they had been 
negatively affected in this area. In their 
responses, approximately three-quarters 
of the girls described how or why they 
were affected in this way: nine said their 
program made coding jobs seem more 
attainable, seven said their program 
showed how coding is part of many jobs, 
and two thought their program made 
coding jobs seem fun. Additionally, three 
girls said they had specifically been 
affected by live role models, and two said 
they were affected by the projects and 
activities, as shown in the example 
comments in Table 19. 

 
How educators thought their programs 
affected girls’ belief that a code-related job is 
possible. Similar to many of the girls, overall, the 
seven educators from the focused study of four 
programs thought their programs increased (Mdn 
= 5.0, IQR = 1.0) girls’ belief that a code-related job 
is possible for them, using a scale from 1.0 
(decreased) to 5.0 (increased). One educator 
explained that this was the result of incorporating 
live role model in their program, as in “The girls 
got to see some representation and see coding as a 
possible professional avenue for them.” 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 19. Example comments from girls about 
how their Code: SciGirls! experience affected their 

belief that a code-related job is possible (n=21) 
 

 
Positively affected seeing coding jobs as possible (76%) 
• I understand coding better, I don't just see random letters and 

numbers . 
• I feel like I could do those jobs since I could do the stuff at camp. 
• It affected my seeing a code-related job as a possibility by showing 

me how coding can be used in different professions. 
• Talking to the engineer and the assistant…showed career paths 

changed, and [that] coding can come in a lot of different ways 
• Guest speakers showed possibilities for me in code related careers.  
• Even before the camp, I considered a future career of coding. The 

camp showed me that coding can be fun! 
• The camp experiences that affected my seeing a code-related job 

that is possibly for me is when we met entrepreneurs and other 
people that were explaining their job. Like this one lady designed 
glasses and worked with Snapchat. She had the beautiful glasses 
that recorded everything she saw . 

• When I succeeded in coding projects it made me more confident in 
believing that I could possibly do a code related job 

 
Did not affect seeing coding jobs as possible (19%) 
• I've never really been interested in a job in coding 
• I still don't want to code for a job 

 

Negatively affected seeing coding jobs as possible (5%) 
• It just made me realize that I don't want a future job doing code. 
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Figure 18. How girls thought their 
program experience affected their 

belief that a code-related job is 
possible (n=21)
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How program experience affected girls’ coding intentions 
 

When asked what they thought they would do to continue their experience with coding, more 
than four-fifths (85%) of those who shared a response pointed to a future activity. As shown 
in Figure 19, about a third each thought they would use coding in a project at home or in 
school (33%) (such as “Do Scratch” and “I would like to continue with vex robotic programing”) 
and/or that they would sign up for an out-of-school activity about coding (29%) (for example, 
“Do coding camp again” and “I would like to come back to SciGirls next year again!”). A quarter 
(24%) thought they would consider a career that includes coding when they grow up, such as 
animator or architect. A fifth (19%) thought they would take a school class in coding either in 
college or before (“I would take another class on coding to make sure it was what I wanted to 
do”) and less than a tenth each (5%) thought they would like to speak with coding role models 
and/or play games to learn or practice coding. 
 

 
 
How educators thought their programs affected the likelihood of girls seeking out 
coding-related activities. Similar to the girls, overall, the seven educators from the focused 
study of four programs thought their programs increased (Mdn = 5.0, IQR = 1.0) girls’ 
likelihood of seeking out coding-related activities, using a scale from 1.0 (decreased) to 5.0 
(increased). As one educator explained, “I think even the skeptical girls realized that coding 
could be fun and a creative endeavor, and I really hope that they pursue similar programs in the 
future. Several parents have already reached out to me asking about this program for next 
summer!” 

  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Use coding in a project at home or in school

Sign up for an out-of-school activity about coding

Consider a career that includes coding

Take a school class in coding

Nothing

Speak with coding role models

Play games to learn or practice coding

Not sure

Percentage of girls

Figure 19. What girls thought they would do to continue 
their experience with coding (n=21)
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Discussion 
 

The summative evaluation focused on the Code: SciGirls! outreach component, which 
comprised a nationally distributed community-based program designed to increase 5th – 8th 
grade girls’ code-related interests, beliefs, and behavioral intent through use of new TPT-
created resources – specifically five new SciGirls episodes, an interactive PBSKids.org game 
called Code Quest, and an eight-unit coding curriculum. To help empower educators to run 
their programs in diverse settings and to increase their confidence to implement the 
resources, TPT also provided the educators with training prior to starting their programs. 
 
Through a combination of program reporting and reflection surveys with educators at nine 
program sites, the evaluation addressed the following two educator-focused questions: (1) To 
what extent did educators implement Code: SciGirls! programs as TPT envisioned? and (2) What 
was the impact of participating in Code: SciGirls! on educators’ confidence in how to engage girls 
and their family members in coding activities and in integrating role models into the girls’ 
sessions? One educator from each of the nine programs completed the program reporting 
survey, while a total of 16 educators (one or two per site) completed the post-program 
reflection survey. 
 
The following four participant-focused questions were also addressed through a focused study 
with girls at four program sites: (1) How appealing did girls find the Code: SciGirls! program?, 
(2) How interesting did girls find the Code: SciGirls! program elements and resources?, (3) What 
was the impact of participating in Code: SciGirls! on girls’ coding interests, beliefs, and behavioral 
intentions toward coding and code-related careers?, and (4) How did girls perceive that their 
program experience affected their coding interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions? Twenty-
two (22) girls participated in one of the four Code: SciGirls! programs in the focused study and 
completed pre- and post-program evaluation surveys about their experience.  
 
This Discussion reflects on key findings relating to each evaluation question. Where 
applicable, recommendations are shared to help inform future adaptations or expansions of 
Code: SciGirls! 
 

Extent to which the outreach programs  
were implemented as envisioned 

 
Educators indicated that, in many ways, they were able to implement their programs as TPT 
originally envisioned, even during the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically: 
 
• Although the program requirements were relaxed due to COVID-19, sites were initially 

asked to: 1) recruit ten girls in grades 5-8; 2) complete the full curriculum, estimated to 
take at least 24 hours; 3) hold a welcome event; 4) hold a closing event; and 5) recruit at 
least two female role models in computer science. The nine programs all had at least seven 
girls participate, and all but one had at least 25 hours of programming for girls. All but one 
program included at least one family event, and four had welcome and closing events. Six 
programs included live (in-person or virtual) female role models. The four programs in the 
focused study were similar to the full group in each respect. 
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• In terms of their use of the Code: SciGirls! resources, all nine programs used the episodes 
or clips from episodes, while eight used the Code Quest computer game. In general, the 
educators used all or most of the curriculum units in their programs. All nine programs 
incorporated the units on pseudocode, micro:bit animation, and micro:bit sensors. Eight 
programs incorporated micro:bit motors, micro:bit radios, and pair programming, and 
seven incorporated the curriculum’s final project. The four programs in the focused study 
all used the episodes (or episode clips) and the Code Quest game, and they were similar to 
the full group in terms of their use of each curriculum unit.  

 
• Although not a requirement, TPT hoped that the partner organizations would be able to 

recruit girls who were new to computer science, and thus created a curriculum that was 
intended to provide an introduction to the subject. However, at least among the four sites 
in the focused study, girls’ prior experience with computer science was likely greater than 
TPT anticipated. Three-quarters of the girls in the focused study indicated they had 
previously used at least one coding language, three-quarters thought they were at least 
somewhat familiar with what coding or programming is, and about half said they were at 
least somewhat familiar with using or writing code. As some educators explained, 
additional activities or resources geared toward girls who came to the program with prior 
coding experience (or who picked up the coding concepts more quickly than others) would 
have been a welcome supplement to the curriculum, as in: “Additional micro:bit activities 
that include accelerated/more challenging aspects, since we had to come up with these 
activities ourselves in order to keep some of the girls engaged” and “For the more advanced 
coders, it would have been great to have additional accessories for the micro:bits.”  
 
To help address TPT’s desire to prioritize recruitment of girls new to computer science, 
future Code: SciGirls! programs may also want to develop more targeted promotional 
strategies and consider different ways of encouraging partner organizations to recruit 
girls with little or no prior experience. For example, educators might emphasize that “no 
coding experience is necessary” and highlight aspects of coding that girls in past programs 
have found appealing, as well as other attractive program elements, such as the 
opportunity to participate in hands-on activities, to engage with SciGirls media, to make 
final projects, and to explore interesting applications or careers that use coding, such as 
animation and marine science.  

 

Impact of Code: SciGirls! on educator confidence 
 
In general, educators’ involvement in the project affected their confidence as TPT envisioned. 
Specifically: 
 
• As a result of their involvement in Code: SciGirls!, most educators reported feeling 

confident using the three project resources (the episodes, game, and curriculum); 
engaging families in coding activities (i.e., implementing the welcome and closing events 
and engaging families around the topic of coding), and engaging girls around the topic of 
coding and engaging girls in hands-on coding activities. Most educators at the four sites in 
the focused study were similarly confident in these areas. 
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• While smaller groups of about two-thirds each reporting feeling confident recruiting local 
female coding professionals and integrating these role models into their programs, most 
educators whose programs were able to include live role models said they felt confident in 
these two areas. Similar to the full group, overall, educators at the four sites in the focused 
study were also somewhat less confident recruiting and integrating role models.   

 

• With the educators feeling least confident integrating role models, future Code: SciGirls! 
programs might provide more guidance on how to recruit and incorporate STEM 
professionals into their programs. Although this information was included in the November 
2019 training, the additional effort may be warranted for future iterations of the project, to 
help increase educators’ confidence and enhance girls’ experience. In a similar vein, a 
recent summative evaluation of a different TPT code-related project recommended specific 
ways role models could be more fully integrated into that outreach program, which may be 
appropriate for Code: SciGirls! as well, “including a default [computer science] activity that 
role models could assist with or a suggested structure to facilitate sharing of role models’ 
stories and interactions with girls” (Liston et al., 2018, pp. v-vi). 
 
Additionally, given the long gap between the 2019 Code: SciGirls! training and the start of 
most programs, due to COVID-19, a refresher training on recruiting and incorporating role 
models might be a useful element to build into future adaptations or expansions of the 
project, for educators to access on an as-needed basis. For example, as one educator whose 
2021 program did not include role models noted, the omission at their site was not due to 
COVID-19 but simply because they forgot to include role models, even after attending the 
2019 training: “I did not realize…that we [were] supposed to have role models all along. We 
could have gotten many role models.”  
 

• Another resource that educators might find useful for future adaptations or expansions of 
Code: SciGirls! would be an online forum where they could connect with TPT and/or with 
other educators if they experience difficulty supporting girls in troubleshooting their 
coding projects. Half of the educators indicated that they had difficulty in this area, more 
than any other challenge, with the exception of having enough time for activities. Including 
a forum or a similar way to aid educators in troubleshooting might further increase their 
confidence, and also further enhance the program experience for girls. Educators who 
participated in the evaluation of the TPT code-related project referenced above also 
requested a similar resource, with the evaluators recommending “a ‘help desk,’ technical 
support site, for educators and girls to access for more detailed instructions, videos, tip sheets 
and troubleshooting on the curriculum…as a first-stop resource for content help and 
support” (Liston et al., 2018, p. vi). 

 

Appeal of Code: SciGirls! among girls and girls’ interest  
in the program elements and resources 

 

Girls from the four programs in the focused study enjoyed the program and were interested in 
the program elements and resources. Specifically: 
 

• Overall, girls found Code: SciGirls! appealing. They agreed that they found their program 
very interesting, had a lot of fun, and enjoyed the experience. They also agreed that they 
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were so involved that they were often surprised when the meetings were over, that they 
were drawn into their program’s activities, and that they would like to do more programs 
like Code: SciGirls! in the future.  

 

• Overall, girls were interested in the program elements they experienced, particularly the 
role models from code-related fields and the final group project. Those who experienced 
the different resources found the coding activities most interesting, followed by the 
episodes, the Women in Tech role model videos, and the Code Quest game. 

 
• Of all of the program elements and resources, girls found the Code Quest game least 

interesting. One educator reflected that this may have been because of a conceptual 
disconnect between the game and the rest of the curriculum, saying, “The girls had fun 
playing the Code Quest game, but they struggled to apply concepts from their game in their 
thinking as they began working with code.”  
 
Looking ahead to future adaptations or expansions of Code: SciGirls!, beyond using game 
play to illustrate the concept of pair programming, more might be added to the curriculum 
to integrate Code Quest into some of the other concepts covered. For example, although not 
formally part of the curriculum, one educator said they recommended girls play Code 
Quest at home to “practice the problem-solving skills that they [were learning] while 
working with micro:bits.” Rather than having girls play the game just once, at the beginning 
of the curriculum, there may be opportunities to connect the game to the curriculum 
through the computational thinking framework of Brennan and Resnick’s (2012) concepts 
of sequence and loop (covered in Unit 4, where Code Quest is briefly mentioned); practices 
of testing and debugging (for example in the pseudocode testing challenge in Unit 3); and 
perspective of questioning (for example in relation to the Unit 5 accelerometer challenge). 
Having girls play the game again at these (or other) points, or reminding them of how the 
game addressed the elements of computational thinking covered in the curriculum, may 
help create a stronger connection between these resources in girls’ minds while also 
increasing their interest in the game. 

 

Impact of Code: SciGirls! on girls’ coding interests, beliefs, and 
behavioral intentions toward coding and code-related careers 

 

Girls’ interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions toward coding and code-related careers all 
increased significantly after participating in the Code: SciGirls! programs in the focused study. 
Specifically: 
 

• Based on paired t-tests, girls’ interest in coding activities, applications, and code-related 
jobs; their belief in their ability to code; their belief that a code-related job or career was 
possible for them; and their intention to engage in future coding activities all increased 
significantly after participating in Code: SciGirls! Most girls also thought they were likely to 
do something to continue their experience coding after Code: SciGirls!, such as using coding 
in a project or signing up for an out-of-school activity about coding. Similar to the girls, the 
seven educators from the focused study of four programs thought their programs 
positively impacted girls’ in all of these coding outcome areas.  
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• Finally, in terms of their perception of how their program experience affected their 
interests, beliefs, and behavioral intentions, girls tended to focus on how the projects and 
activities, role models, Code: SciGirls! resources, other girls, and the opportunity to share 
their work had a positive effect. Although girls were not asked to reflect on how the type of 
program they participated in might have affected their experience, it is noteworthy that all 
four programs in the focused study were summer camps that took place over four or five 
days. This opportunity to have an intensive experience with coding over a period of a few 
days may have played a role in the observed impacts. Future evaluations might examine 
the impact of different program and session lengths on participant coding outcomes such 
as interest, belief, and behavioral intentions. 

 

Conclusion 
 

In closing, the evaluation findings demonstrated that the Code: SciGirls! goals for educators 
and girls were met. Even though most programs took place during the COVID-19 pandemic, to 
the extent possible educators implemented their programs as TPT intended, and their 
involvement in the project affected their confidence as TPT envisioned. Furthermore, as seen 
in the focused study at four sites, girls enjoyed the program and were interested in the 
program elements and resources. With respect to coding outcomes, girls’ interests, beliefs, 
and behavioral intentions toward coding and code-related careers all increased significantly 
after participating in the program. Recommendations for future or expanded versions of Code: 
SciGirls! include providing additional guidance on how to recruit and incorporate role models 
into their programs, creating a forum for educators to turn to if they experience difficulty 
supporting girls in troubleshooting their coding projects, updating the curriculum to more 
fully integrate the concepts covered in the Code Quest game, and incorporating additional 
curriculum activities to increase the difficulty level for more advanced coders. 
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Appendix A: Evaluation shift due to COVID-19 
 
COVID-19 impacted partners’ capacity to run their programs as originally envisioned. In 
response, the evaluation timeline and approach shifted accordingly, with the main pivot being 
away from the family engagement focus, given anticipated challenges in involving familes, and 
toward prioritizing program elements that could realistically be incorporated during the 
pandemic.  
 
Specifically, the evaluation approach shifted in three primary ways:  
 
• First, given the relaxed program requirements detailed on page 6, Knight Williams revised 

the evaluation plan and surveys in early 2021 for the four sites that surveyed girls, 
focusing on comparable elements used in each program, for implementation fidelity. 
Although four sites were originally selected to participate in this part of the evaluation in 
early 2020, two of the four were replaced in 2021. One site was unable to hold a program, 
and the other held a program in the summer of 2020 that differed in implementation from 
the remaining sites; thus, both were replaced by partners whose program plans better 
aligned in terms of comparable elements. Girls from four programs that took place in the 
summer of 2021 completed the revised surveys. Questions were also added to the 
reporting and reflection surveys for educators at the same four sites, which were similar to 
those in the revised surveys for girls.  
 

• Second, a post-program survey for parents was removed from the evaluation plan after 
being developed in early 2020, in light of the challenge partners were expected to face 
surveying parents if they were unable to hold an in-person closing event for families, as 
well as the anticipated differences in family involvement between programs.  

 

• Third, although there were originally 12 Code: SciGirls! programs planned with outreach 
partners around the country, three were unable to hold programs because of COVID-19 
and thus were not included in the summative evaluation. 
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Appendix B: Frequency distributions for  
educator questions on confidence 

 
 

Educators’ confidence using Code: SciGirls! resources 
 

Table 20 shows the frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of their confidence using the 
Code: SciGirls! resources, on a scale from 1.0 (not at all confident) to 5.0 (completely 
confident).  
 

Table 20. Frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of their confidence  
using the Code: SciGirls! resources (N=16) 

 
 

Not at all 
confident 

1.0 

Slightly 
confident 

2.0 

Moderately 
confident 

3.0 

Very 
confident 

4.0 

Completely 
confident 

5.0 

Using the Code Quest game 
 

  
Using the Code: SciGirls! episodes 
 

 
 

Using the curriculum to implement 
24+ hours of outreach programming 
for girls 
 

  

 

 
 

 
 

Image 25. Girls working on a curriculum activity 
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Educators’ confidence engaging families in coding activities 
 

Table 21 shows the frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of their confidence 
implementing the family-related program elements, on a scale from 1.0 (not at all confident) 
to 5.0 (completely confident). 
 

Table 21. Frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of their confidence  
implementing family-related program elements (N=16) 

 
 

Not at all 
confident 

1.0 

Slightly 
confident 

2.0 

Moderately 
confident 

3.0 

Very 
confident 

4.0 

Completely 
confident 

5.0 

Implementing a welcome event 
 

 
Implementing a closing event 
 

 
 Engaging families around the topic of 

coding 
 

  
Whether Code: SciGirls! trainings influenced confidence 
 
Table 22 shows the frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of how the Code: SciGirls! 
trainings affected their confidence engaging families in coding activities at their family events, 
among those who indicated that they participated in each training, on a scale from 1.0 
(decreased) to 5.0 (increased).  
 

Table 22. Frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of the impact of the trainings 
 on their confidence engaging families in coding activities at their family events 
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Whether Code: SciGirls! teaching resources influenced confidence 
 

Table 23 shows the frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of how the Code: SciGirls! 
teaching resources affected their confidence engaging families in coding activities at their 
family events, among those who indicated that they used each resource, on a scale from 1.0 
(decreased) to 5.0 (increased).  
 

Table 23. Frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of the impact of the teaching resources  
on their confidence engaging families in coding activities at their family events 
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Educators’ confidence engaging girls in coding 

 
Table 24 shows the frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of their confidence engaging 
girls in coding, on a scale from 1.0 (not at all confident) to 5.0 (completely confident). 
 

Table 24. Frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of their confidence  
engaging girls in coding (N=16) 

 
 

Not at all 
confident 

1.0 

Slightly 
confident 

2.0 

Moderately 
confident 

3.0 

Very 
confident 

4.0 

Completely 
confident 

5.0 

Engaging girls around the topic of 
coding 
 

 
Engaging girls in hands-on coding 
activities 
 

  
Whether Code: SciGirls! trainings influenced confidence 
 
Table 25 shows the frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of how the trainings affected 
their confidence engaging girls in learning about coding, among those who indicated that they 
participated in each training, on a scale from 1.0 (decreased) to 5.0 (increased).  
 

Table 25. Frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of the impact of the trainings on their 
confidence engaging girls in learning about coding 
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Whether Code: SciGirls! teaching resources influenced confidence 
 
Table 26 shows the frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of how the Code: SciGirls! 
teaching resources affected their confidence engaging girls in learning about coding, among 
those who indicated that they used each resource, on a scale from 1.0 (decreased) to 5.0 
(increased).  
 

Table 26. Frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of the impact of the teaching resources  
on their confidence engaging girls in learning about coding 
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5.0 

Code: SciGirls! full curriculum (n=15) 

 

SciGirls Strategies Guide (n=15) 

 

Icebreakers document (n=15) 

 
Sample Reflection Questions 
document (n=13) 

 
Computational thinking document 
(n=12) 

 

How to Use Role Models PDF (n=13) 

 

Facilitating Fundamentals PDF (n=13) 

 
Effective Group Work document 
(n=13) 
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Educators’ confidence integrating role models into their programs 

 
Table 27 shows the frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of their confidence using live 
role models, on a scale from 1.0 (not at all confident) to 5.0 (completely confident). 
 

Table 27. Frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of their confidence  
using live role models (N=16) 

 
 

Not at all 
confident 

1.0 

Slightly 
confident 

2.0 

Moderately 
confident 

3.0 

Very 
confident 

4.0 

Completely 
confident 

5.0 

Recruiting local female coding  
professionals as role models 
 

 Integrating live role models 
 

  
Whether Code: SciGirls! teaching resources influenced confidence 
 
Table 28 shows the frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of how the Code: SciGirls! 
teaching resources affected their confidence integrating role models into their program, 
among those who indicated that they used each resource, on a scale from 1.0 (decreased) to 
5.0 (increased).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 28. Frequency distribution of educators’ ratings of the impact of the teaching resources  
on their confidence integrating role models into their programs 
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Appendix C: Post-program survey for  
Code: SciGirls! girls in four sites 

 
Dear participant: This survey asks about your interest in and feelings about coding now that you 
have participated in the Code: SciGirls! camp. Thanks for letting us know what you think!  
 
Some questions may seem similar to questions you answered before you started the camp. 
Please answer every question based on what you think and feel today.  
 
We’ve asked your parent/guardian to give permission for you to take part in this survey, but 
completing this survey is completely voluntary. Your answers are private and will be combined 
with those from other participants.  
 
Please click on "Next" below if you would like to participate. Thank you! 
 
The first few questions ask about your experience with the coding camp. 
 

How much do you disagree or agree with each of the following statements about your experience with the 
coding camp? Please select one number on the scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).   

 
Strongly 

disagree 

 

Disagree 
 

Not sure 
 

Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

I enjoyed the coding camp very much. 1 2 3 4 5 

I had a lot of fun in the coding camp. 1 2 3 4 5 

I thought the coding camp was very interesting. 1 2 3 4 5 

I was so involved in the coding camp that I was often 
surprised when our meetings were over. 

1 2 3 4 5 

I was really drawn into the coding camp activities. 1 2 3 4 5 

I would like to do more coding camps like this in the 
future. 
 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
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How interesting did you find the following parts of the coding camp? Please select one number on the scale 
from 1 (not at all interesting) to 5 (very interesting). If you didn’t experience a part, please select NA (not 
applicable). 
 
How interesting did you 
find the … 

 
NA 

Not at all 
interesting 

Slightly 
interesting 

Somewhat 
interesting 

Moderately 
interesting 

Very 
interesting 

opening family event? NA 1 2 3 4 5 

coding activities? NA 1 2 3 4 5 

Code: SciGirls! television 
shows (featuring different 
groups of girls working on 
coding projects in their 
community)? 

NA 1 2 3 4 5 

guest professionals from 
code-related fields (in-person 
or over video chat)? 

NA 1 2 3 4 5 

Code Quest computer game 
(where players code Subby 
through the aquarium reef 
with the help of Izzie and 
Jake)? 

NA 1 2 3 4 5 

 
videos showing code-related 
jobs or careers?  
 

NA 1 2 3 4 5 

final group project? NA 1 2 3 4 5 

closing family event? NA 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
The next few questions ask about your interest in activities related to coding after participating 
in the Code: SciGirls! camp. 
 
 
Please describe how any of your camp experiences affected your interest in coding. 
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Please describe how any of your camp experiences affected your interest in a future coding job or 
career. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

After participating in the camp, how interested are you in the following activities related to coding?  

 
How interested are you in … 

Not at all 
interested 

Slightly 
interested 

Somewhat 
interested 

Moderately 
interested 

Very 
interested 

using code to create animation? 1 2 3 4 5 

using code to make a graph? 1 2 3 4 5 

writing your own code? 1 2 3 4 5 

using code to control technologies 
like robots, sensors, or cameras? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

solving or figuring out coding 
challenges? 

1 2 3 4 5 

playing an online game to learn or 
practice coding? 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

After participating in the camp, how interested are you in the following ways in which coding is used?   

 
How interested are you in … 

Not at all 
interested 

Slightly 
interested 

Somewhat 
interested 

Moderately 
interested 

Very 
interested 

how coding can address real world 
problems?  

1 2 3 4 5 

how coding is used in the sciences, like 
astronomy or ecology?  

1 2 3 4 5 

how coding can be used to inspire 
action? 

1 2 3 4 5 

how coding is used in the arts, like 
animation or music?  

1 2 3 4 5 
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The final set of questions asks how you think about your ability to code and your future with 
coding after participating in the camp. 
 
Please describe how any of your camp experiences affected your confidence in your ability to learn 
coding. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
After participating in the camp, how interested are you in code-related jobs or careers?  

 
How interested are you in … 

Not at all 
interested 

Slightly 
interested 

Somewhat 
interested 

Moderately 
interested 

Very 
interested 

 

learning about coding jobs or careers? 1 2 3 4 5 

working on coding projects in a future 
job or career? 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

exploring what is involved in preparing 
for careers that use coding? 

1 2 3 4 5 

After participating in the camp, how confident are you that you can do each of the coding activities listed 
below? Please select one number on the scale from 1 (not at all confident) to 5 (very confident). 

 
How confident are you that you can … 

Not at all 
confident 

Slightly 
confident 

Somewhat 
confident 

Moderately 
confident 

Very 
confident 

 

use code to control robots, sensors, or  
cameras? 

1 2 3 4 5 

choose a correct code to move an object 
on a computer screen? 1 2 3 4 5 

create code sequences that tell a 
computer what to do?  1 2 3 4 5 

choose a correct code to make a 
computer repeat the same actions over 
and over? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

test the results of a sequence of code?  1 2 3 4 5 

fix your coding when your program 
doesn’t work?  1 2 3 4 5 

 

use coding to solve a specific problem?  1 2 3 4 5 
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Please describe how any of your camp experiences affected your seeing a code-related job as 
possible for you. 
 

 

 
 
What would you like to do in the future, if anything, to continue your experience with coding?  

 
 
 
 
 
 

After participating in the camp, how likely are you to do the following coding activities in the future if given the 
opportunity? Please select one number on the scale from 1 (not at all likely) to 5 (very likely). 

How likely are you to... 
Not at all 

 likely 

   Slightly 
likely 

Somewhat 
likely 

Moderately 
likely 

     Very 
likely 

ask someone who knows about coding what you 
can do to get better at coding? 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

play an online game to learn or practice coding? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

sign up for an out-of-school activity about 
coding? 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

take a school class in coding? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

try to use coding in a project at school or home? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

use or watch online coding tutorials or videos? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

After participating in the camp, how much do you disagree or agree with each of the following statements about 
computer coding?  

 
Strongly 

disagree 

 

Disagree 
 

Not sure 
 

Agree 

Strongly 

agree 

I think like a coder.  1 2 3 4 5 

 

I believe that a code-related job is possible for me.  
 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

I could become a coder if I wanted to.  
 

1 2 3 4 5 

People like me can do well in coding jobs. 1 2 3 4 5 

I can picture myself as a coder. 1 2 3 4 5 

I believe I can be successful in a career in coding. 1 2 3 4 5 
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The last couple of questions ask about your familiarity with the SciGirls television series and 
website before you attended the coding camp. 
 
Before attending the coding camp, how familiar were you with the SciGirls television series? 
 I had never heard of the SciGirls television series 
 I had heard of the television series but had not watched it 
 I had watched the television series once 
 I had watched the television series more than once 
 
Before attending the coding camp, how familiar were you with the pbskids.org/SciGirls website? 
 I had never heard of the SciGirls website 
 I had heard of the website but had not visited it 
 I had visited the website once 
 I had visited the website more than once 

 
 
Finally, please write your first and last name below so that we will know you have completed this 
survey and won’t have to bother you with a follow-up reminder! Your name will not be connected 
with any of your survey responses.  

 

First name: 
 
 

Last name: 
 
 

 
Thank you very much for completing this survey. 

 
Click below to submit your answers. 
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Appendix D: Frequency distributions for girls’  
program appeal and interest questions  

 

How appealing girls found the Code: SciGirls! program 
 
Table 29 shows the frequency distribution of girls’ ratings of how appealing they found the 
Code: SciGirls! program on a scale from 1.0 (strongly disagree) to 5.0 (strongly agree).  
 

Table 29. Frequency distribution of girls’  
ratings of the appeal of the program (N=22) 
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Disagree 
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Not sure 
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Agree 
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Strongly 
agree 

5.0 

I enjoyed the coding program very 
much. 

 
I had a lot of fun in the coding 
program. 

 

I thought the coding program was 
very interesting. 

 
I was so involved in the coding 
program that I was often surprised 
when our meetings were over.  

 
I was really drawn into the coding 
program activities.  

 
I would like to do more coding 
programs like this in the future. 
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How interesting girls found the Code: SciGirls! program elements and resources  
 
Table 30 shows the frequency distribution of girls’ ratings of their interest in the Code: 
SciGirls! program elements and resources, among those who indicated that they experienced 
each element or were exposed to each resource, on a scale from 1.0 (not at all interesting) to 
5.0 (very interesting).  
 

Table 30. Frequency distribution of girls’ ratings of their  
interest in the program elements and resources 
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